18 November 2016

To Cornell Interim President Rawlings and Incoming President Pollack:

In this time of transition for Cornell University and our nation, and in keeping with Cornell’s mission of “any person any study,” we, the undersigned students, faculty, staff, and all members of the Cornell community, join students and faculty in colleges and universities across the nation in demanding that you honor and live up to these words by declaring Cornell University a sanctuary campus.

Last week over 1,000 students organized, led, and participated in a walk out in response to the hate speech driving this year’s presidential election. Students stood up against every form of violence and oppression targeting marginalized people in this country and globally. They marched for “a world in which we can walk down the street without fearing for our lives and the lives of our loved ones.” Since last Friday, several of Cornell’s programs and departments have issued statements indicating their concern for the safety and well-being of the entire Cornell community. They have insisted that we maintain an environment in which all of our students can learn without fear. Meanwhile alumni, local leaders, and community members have also reaffirmed their support for human rights and dignity.

Today we ask that you honor Ithaca’s tradition of being a place of sanctuary as well as Cornell’s historical roots in the abolition movement, by making an unequivocal statement of support for undocumented persons and their families.

First, we ask you to explicitly denounce the acts of violence and hate speech directed at immigrant, ethnic and religious minorities, and LGBTQ students and workers. We call on you to protect all students, staff, faculty, their families, and the broader community regardless of race, sex, nationality, religion, or citizenship by reaffirming the university’s commitment to create a campus atmosphere of respect.

Second, with the immediate possibility of the discontinuation of DACA, Cornell has a unique opportunity to reaffirm its commitment to undocumented students. We ask you to guarantee funding for current DACA students and develop a system for funding all undocumented and international students regardless of temporary status.

Third, we ask you to guarantee student safety by refusing to release information that can make students vulnerable. Moreover, we ask you to resist the intrusion of US Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) officials into our community.

Fourth, we ask that you provide legal and counseling services, information, and updates for students who may be directly affected by local, state, and federal policy changes.

We cannot evade our responsibility to the present and the future. We ask you to stand on the right side of history. We await your action!
Signed,
Cornell Students, Faculty, Staff, and Alumni
Derek Chang, Associate Professor, Department of History and Asian American Studies
Russell Rickford, Associate Professor, Department of History
Ananda Cohen-Aponte, Assistant Professor, Department of History of Art
Adrienne Clay Manager, American Studies Program
Erin Stoneking, Graduate Student
Nancy Quintanilla, Department of English
Jason Frank, Professor, Department of Government
Nicholas Fesette, Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Performing and Media Arts
Maria Cristina Garcia, Professor
Amy Morrison, Undergraduate Student '17
Kathleen Perry Long, Director, Feminist, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
Mary N. Woods, Professor, Architecture
Joseph Margulies, Professor of Law and Government
Esmeralda Arrizón-Palomera, PhD Candidate, Department of English
Conall Cash, Graduate Student
Shannon Gleeson, Associate Professor
Brianna Thompson, Graduate Student
Jade Womack, Graduate Student
Edward E. Baptist, Professor, Department of History
Penny M. Von Eschen, Professor, Department of History
Durba Ghosh, Associate Professor, Department of History
Alberto Milian, PhD Candidate
Rebecca Kosick, PhD 2015
Miguel Martinez, Undergraduate Student
Danielle Morgan, Department of English Alumni, Ph.D. 2016; Assistant Professor at Santa Clara University
Raymond Craib, Professor, Department of History and Director of the Latin American Studies Program
Julissa Marie Andrade, Undergraduate Student '18
Santiago Ricardo Arias, Undergraduate Student '17
Kevin Wilfredo Cruz, Undergraduate Student '18
Daniel Peña, Alumn
Matt Hall, Associate Professor, Department of Policy Analysis & Management
Kimberly Cardenas, Undergraduate Student '17
Nicki Duval, Undergraduate Student '19
Sarah Cantatore, MPA, 16
Kim Weeden Jan Rock Zubrow, '77 Professor of the Social Science; Chair of Sociology; Director, Center for the Study of Inequality
Bonnie Carolina Acosta, Class of 2016, Alumni
Shelley Feldman
Jesse A. Goldberg, PhD Candidate and Instructor, Department of English
Gemara Gifford, M.S. Natural Resources
Clare Dougan, Alumni
Jonathan Roman, Undergraduate Student '19
Travis Ghirdharie, Undergraduate Student '17
Emily Coon, Alumni
Hannah Bahnmiller, Graduate Student, '17
Amber Vasquez, PhD Student, English Department
Ella Maria Diaz, Assistant Professor of English and Latino/a Studies
Sandra E Greene, Department of History
Anna R. Haskins, Assistant Professor, Sociology Department
Juan Ramirez Correa, Undergraduate Student '18
Sandra E. Greene, Professor, Department of History
Risa Lieberwitz, Professor, ILR School
Arwa Awan, Undergraduate Student '17
Karen Jaime, Assistant professor and Class of 1997
Helena Maria Viramontes, Fiction writer, Professor of English
Samuel Schirvar, Undergraduate Student '18
Carolina Osorio Gil '02, Director of CULTURA Ithaca, Alumni
Rachel Weil, Professor, Department of History
Florenca Ardon, Academic Advisor
Laura Eierman, Alumni Class of 2014
Satya P Mohanty, Professor of English
Jadielle Ray, Alumna, Class of 2016
Aziz Rana, Professor of Law, Cornell Law School
Kate Griffith, Associate Professor
Lucy Whiteley, Undergraduate Student '17
Filiz Garip, Professor, Department of Sociology
Thomas Pepinsky, Associate Professor of Government
Ken Roberts, Professor, Department of Government
Patrick Ishizuka, Postdoctoral Fellow, Department of Policy Analysis and Management
Omar Khurshid, Alumni, Class of 2015
Peter Rich, Assistant Professor, Department of Policy Analysis and Management
Samira Sackietety, Undergraduate Student '17
Michelle Zeng, Class of 2016 Alum
Julia Pacheco-Cole, Undergraduate Student '17
Nicolette Bragg, Graduate Student
Mayra Valadez, Undergraduate Student '18; Student Assembly First-Generation Representative-at-Large
Nashalie Vazquez, Alumna, Class of 2009
Eli Friedman, Assistant Professor, Department of International and Comparative Labor
Elizabeth Chi, Undergraduate Student '18
Deborah Starr, Associate Professor, Department of Near Eastern Studies
Brenda Martínez, Alumni, Class of 2015
Andrew Martinez, Alumnus, Class of 2012
Sarah Steiner, Undergraduate Student '20
Molly Reed, Graduate Student, Department of History
Francesca Kazerooni, Ph.D. Student, Department of Communication
Angie Estevez Prada, Undergraduate Student '17
Margot Lystra, PhD Candidate
Veronica Semino, Alumni, Class of 2002
N'Dri Assie-Lumumba, Professor, Africana Studies & Research Center
Ernesto Bassi, Assistant Professor, Department of History
Tom McEnaney, Assistant Professor of Comparative Literature
Benjamin Siper, Undergraduate Student '17
Lowell Turner, Professor, ILR
Matthew Minarchek, Ph.D. Candidate
Laura Pineda-Bermudez, Student '18
Adriana Fernandez, Alumni, Class of 2016
Katherine S Shaw, Alumna, Class of 2016
Chris Szabla, PhD, candidate
Anupreksa Jain, Undergraduate, Class of 2019
Sam Lagasse, Graduate Student, Department of English
Trevor Pinch, Goldwin Smith Professor of Science and Technology Studies
Sherry Maria Tanious, Undergraduate Student '17
Laura Montoya, Alumni, Class of 2016
David A. Bateman, Assistant Prof. Government Dept
Maya Samuel, Undergraduate Student '19
Mayowa Willoughby, Graduate Student '20
Meghana Bharadwaj, Undergrad student '20
Kevin Milian, Alumnus, Class of 2015
Chris Marble, Undergraduate Student '18
Victoria Neenan, Class of 2017
Aaron Match, Class of 2015
Julia Chang, Assistant Professor, Department of Romance Studies
Maeva Kane, Asst Professor University at Albany PhD, History 2014
Jeremiah Kim, Undergraduate Student '19
Ariel Wampler, BS '15
Jude Alfaro, Alumni, Class of 1996
Amanda Denham, Graduate Student
Stephen Hastings-King, Alumnus
Gabby Knight, Undergrad '18
Jonathan Alan Sanchez, Undergraduate Student '17
Sophia Angeles, Class of 2013
Peter Gilbert, M.F.A. Candidate, Dept of English
James Dunlea, Alumni '16
Alice Li, Undergraduate Student '18
Samantha Cameron Fisk, Undergraduate Student '19
Grace Robbins, Gannett Health Services Staff Member; Alumna Class of 2016
Patricia Campos Medina, Alumni ILR 96 CIPA 97
Sabine Haenni, Associate Professor, Department of Performing and Media Arts/American Studies Program
Bianca Di Cocco, Alumni, Class of 2014
Miguel Castellano, Alumni, class of 2016
Tyler Mitchell, Alumni, Class of '15
Sarah Naiman, Graduate Student
Aneil Gill, Undergraduate Student '20
Amy R. Krosch, Assistant Professor
Susana Diaz, Undergraduate Student '16
Shelby McClelland, Class of 2015
Ernesto Quiñonez, Associate Professor
Brian Byun, Undergraduate Student '19
Samuel Thorpe, Alumni, Class of 2012
Beatriz Garza, Undergraduate Student '18
Emily Rosello Mercurio, Graduate Student
Yvonne Huang, Alumni, Class of 2016
Jose Benjamín Montano, Undergraduate Student '19
Charlotte Slaughter, Undergraduate Student '19
Kristyn Stickley, Alumni
Melania Mora, Undergraduate '17
Sahara Byrne, Associate Professor
Ana Niño, Undergraduate Student '15
Keshara Senanayake, Undergraduate Student '18
Jenna Boland, Undergraduate Student '18
Jennifer Stoever, Former Society of the Humanities Fellow 2011-12
Cassidy Clark, Undergraduate Student '17
Nathan Gelb-Dyller, 16
Garrison Lovely, Alum '16
Shivani Parikh, Undergraduate Student '19
Scott Sorrell, Graduate Student
Rose Keel, Undergraduate Student '18
Carrie Freshourm, PhD Candidate, Development Sociologt
Stephanie Cowling, Advisor, OADI
Sonja Gandert, Staff, Johnson Museum
Liam Sosinsky, Undergraduate Student '17
Theresa Rocha Beardall, PhD Student, Department of Sociology
McKenzie Caldwell, Alumna, Class of 2016
Kenneth McClane, W.E.B. DuBois Professor Emeritus, Department of English
Zachary Aleksandur de Stefan, Undergraduate Student '18
Nadia Shebaro, Alumni, 2015
Shamail Shahid, Alumni, Class of 2015
Nicole Saffold Maskiell, Alumni
Christopher Hanna, Undergraduate Student '18
Robert Chirco, Undergraduate Student '18
Douglas McLaren, Cornell Cinema
Marquis Bey, Graduate student, English PhD
Candace Chow, Alumna, Class of 2003 & 2014
Andrew James Brodrick, Undergraduate Student '19
Samir Jain, Undergraduate Student '19
Archishman Raju, Graduate Student
Yukimi Ohashi, Undergraduate student '19
Maria Lorena Cook, Professor, Department of International and Comparative Labor, ILR
Jendayi Brooks-Flemister, Undergraduate Student '18
Vernice Arahah, Alumni '14
Kelsey Houston-Edwards, PhD Math - 2018
Andi Kao, Graduate Student
Alanna Salwen, Undergraduate Student '19
Gary Slack, Graduate Student, Department of English
Molly Pushner, Undergraduate Student '19
Matthew Evangelista, Professor, Department of Government
Alex Brown, PhD Candidate
Eliza Rodriguez y Gibson, PhD 2002 Alumni, class of 2002
Jami Nicholson, Undergraduate Student '17
Cody Moris, Undergraduate student '19
Austin Lillywhite, Graduate student, department of English
Allen Carlson, Department of Government and China and Asia Pacific Studies Program
Breanne Richardson, Undergraduate student '19
Kyle Friend, ILR '17
Hadiyah Chowdhury, Undergraduate Student '18
Steven Ward, Assistant Professor, Department of Government
Roberto Baquerizo, Alumni 16'
Suyapa Portillo, PhD. Class of 2011
Amanda Jo Goldstein, Assistant Professor, Department of English
Elise Czuchna, Undergraduate Student '18
Lara Fresko, Graduate Student, Department of History of Art and Visual Studies
Samantha Primeaux, Alumna, Class of 2016
Kristie McAlpine, Graduate Student
Emma Luengo, Alumni Class of 2016
George Berry, PhD Student
Vanessa Lazaro, Undergraduate Student '19
Lourdes Beneria, Professor Emerita
Rajit Iftikhar, Alumni
Keelin Abbott, Undergraduate Class of 2017
Godfrey L. Simmons, Jr., Senior Lecturer, Department of Performing and Media Arts
Xochitl Cruz, Alumn '12
Becky Paluch, PhD Student '18
Valery Martinez, Undergraduate Student '17
Anna Leiman, Undergraduate Student '17
Katie O'Neill, Undergraduate Student
Steven Sepe, Undergraduate Student '17
Marty Cain, PhD Candidate, Dept of English
Divyansha Sehgal, Undergraduate Student '18
Patricia Gonzalez, Alumni, Class of 2015
Teju Olaniyan, Alumnus, Class of 1991
Philip Titcomb, Undergraduate Student '17
Paola Camacho-Lemus, Undergraduate Student '18
Siba Grovogui, Professor, Africana
Amanda Schaufler-Barrows, Senior Receptionist
Matan Presberg, Undergraduate Student '18
Vincent Hiscock, Lecturer, Department of English
Erica Salinas, Ph.D. Student, Department of Government
Hannah Byland, Ph.D. Candidate, Medieval Studies
Tarannum Sahar, Undergraduate Student '19
Jordan Musser, Ph.D. Candidate
Cristina Dan, Undergraduate Student '17
Sindoori Pai, Undergraduate Student '19
Prajjalita Dey, Class of 2018
Jumay Chu, Senior Lecturer, Department of Performing and Media Arts
Dara Canchester, Undergraduate Student '18
Leighton Fernando Cook, Undergraduate Student '18
Michelle Fleurantin, Undergraduate Student '17
Moriah West, Undergraduate Student '17
Lauren Clark, Undergraduate Student '17
Neela Saha, Undergraduate Student '19
Kathleen Rodriguez, Alumni
Mohammad Radiyat, Alumnus
Osama Siddiqui, PhD student, Department of History
Michaela Barry, CALS Undergraduate, '17
Nandita Mohan, Undergraduate Student '20
Vittoria Cutbirth, Alumni, Class of 2016
Karen Karuna Shibuya, Alumni '16
Ian Balfour, M. H. Abrams Professor of English '11
Yan Wang, Alumna, Class of 2012
Sharon Dang, Freshman
Eric Garcia, Undergraduate Student '20
Nathaniel Root, Alumni, class of 2014
Emily Fournier, Undergraduate Student '17
Richard W. Miller, Professor, Philosophy
Crystal Lee, Undergraduate Student '17
Julia Pagán, Undergraduate Student '19
Katherine Quinn, Undergraduate Student '18
Quyen Do Nguyen, Undergraduate Student '20
Nellie Prestine-Lowery, Class of 2012
Rakshit Tyagi, Undergraduate Student '17
Michael Mintz, BSILR Class of 2017
Sarah E. Rice, Undergraduate Coordinator, China and Asia-Pacific Studies Program
Kieran Micka-Maloy, Undergraduate Student '18
Luis Verdi, Undergraduate Student '19
Jamie Lai, Class of 2020
Elizabeth Li, Undergraduate Student '19
Ashwin, Alumni, Class of 2016
Aryn Martin, PhD Class of 2006
Anna Ravenelle, Undergraduate Student '17
Lara Fayyaz, Undergraduate Student '19
Nicholas Caldwell, Undergraduate Student '18
Devyn Ottman, Undergraduate Student '19
Eileen Morocho, Undergraduate Student '19
Kevin Kowalewski, Undergraduate Student '17
Adam Davis, Undergraduate Student '18
Steven Lopez, Undergraduate Student '19
Stephanie Parker, Undergraduate Student '18
Steve Gabriel, Staff, Cornell Small Farms Program
Abigail Bezrutczyk, Undergraduate Student '20
Devon Kimball, Alumna, Class of 2016
Steve Maré, Undergraduate student
Jonathan Davenport, Graduate Student; Department of Comparative Literature
Lauren Cooley, Alumna
Gargi Ratnaparkhi, Undergraduate Student '17
Jessica Chen Weiss, Associate Professor, Department of Government
Annie Tomlinson, Ph.D. Student, Dept. of History
Chris Younghoon Kim, Associate Professor, Department of Music
Vanessa Amankwaa, Undergraduate Student '18
Kim Lopez, Alumna, Class of 2012
Amy Foerster, Alumna (PhD in Sociology, 2000)
Jessica Barbini, Undergraduate Student '18
William J. Sonnenstuhl, Professor, Dept. of Organizational Behavior, ILR School
Kristen Angierski, PhD student, English department
Ashley He, Undergraduate Student ’20
Christopher Cairns, Graduate Student, Department of Government
Marcela Cabello, BS '13
Amy Villarejo, Professor, Department of Performing and Media Arts
Helen Shanahan, Undergraduate Student ‘18
Alex Dyzenhaus, PhD Student
Alan Chiu, Graduate Student
Dexter Thomas, PhD Candidate, East Asian Studies
Rosalie Purvis, Phd student
Jennifer Kim, Undergraduate Student '17
Isaac kramnick, Richard j. Schwartz professor of government, emeritus
Michelle lee, Law school 2017
Sharon-Rose Alonzo, Undergraduate ’19
Leah Thomason Bromberg, Alumna, Class of 2008
Lauren Griffin, PhD Student, Department of Sociology
Jeff Liebert, Graduate student, Soil and Crop Sciences
Joseph Anderson, Undergraduate Student '20
Paris Korman, Undergraduate Student ’19
Maria Silvestri, Class of 2020
Andrea Mendoza, PhD candidate, Asian Studies
Jessica Hubbard, Class of 2016
Cybelle Tabilas, Graduate student, Immunology and Infectious diseases
Theresa Bracht, Undergraduate Student ’20
Anamaria Toledo, Undergraduate Student '18
Eleanor Andrews, PhD student, Development Sociology
Kelsey Kruse, Undergraduate Student '16
Gabriela Vega, Undergraduate Student, Class of 2019
Ana Jimenez, Class of 2018
Michaela Brown, Undergraduate student '18
Christopher Lombardo, Undergraduate Student '18
Jesse Enrique Sanchez, Undergraduate Student, History/College Scholar, Class of 2018
Emma Stephens, alumni
Ed Quish, Graduate Student
Julia Ridley, Alumnus class of '15
Kasia Paprocki, PhD Candidate, Department of Development Sociology
Kierstyn Barnes, Undergraduate Student '17
Rebecca John, Alumna, 2014
Darling Gutierrez, Undergraduate Student '17
Radhika Santhanagopalan, PhD student
Andrew Moisey, Postdoctoral Associate, History of Art and Visual Studies
Sierra Pregosin, Undergraduate Student '18
Carolina Bieri, Class of 2016
Naomi Egel, PhD student, Department of Government
Kriszta Pozsonyi, PhD Student, Department of Performing and Media Arts
Jesse Bessinger, Undergraduate Student '18
Shakarean Hutchinson, MFA Candidate
Masha Raskolnikov, Associate Professor, Department of English
Kimberly Herbert, Undergraduate student '18
Ani Chen, Graduate Student, Dept of Government
Christopher Berardino, MFA/PHD '20
Stephanie Hahm, Undergraduate Student '17
Whitney Taylor, PhD Candidate, Department of Government
Beth F. Milles , Associate Professor, Department of Performing and Media Arts
Armando García, PhD 2012
Nicole Cuda Perez, Alumna class of 1997
Samir Durvasula, Undergraduate Student '17
Grace Tucker, Undergraduate Student '17
Rosalind Ma, Class of 2018
Grace Marcelo-Ramirez, Undergraduate student '19
Magdala Lissa Jeudy, Graduate Student
Bomi Lee, Undergraduate Student '18
Karla Vergara, Alumna '11
Trishna Senapati, Graduate Student, Anthropology
Rachel Feldman, Undergraduate Student '17
Mostafa Minawi, Assistant Professor, History
Cindy Vincens, Undergraduate Student
Nuha Fariha, Undergraduate Student '17
Julia Rosana Montejo, Undergraduate Student '17
Karla Peña, Doctoral Student
Carolina Nadal, Alumni '16
Hadiyah Edwards, Undergraduate Student '17
Alex Hutchins, Undergraduate Student '19
Kelly Ajodah, Undergraduate Student '20
Vivian Kuperberg, Undergraduate student '17
José Salvador Castañeda, PhD Candidate
Miranda Martinez, Undergraduate
Cassidy Eassa, Undergraduate Student '20
Tristan Magloire, Undergraduate Student '20
Ashwin Viswanathan Undergraduate Student '20
Anastashia Alfred, Undergraduate Student '20
Helen Presberg, Alumna class of 1959
Mary Kim, Alumni, Class of 2015
Stephen Roblin, Graduate student
Stephen Kim, Graduate Student, Department of English
Diane Rubenstein, Professor, Department of Govt.
Maria Flores, Graduate Student
Esra Aksu, Alumni, Class of 2003
Fredrick Blaisdell, Undergraduate Student '17
Iris Cai, Undergraduate Student '18
Michiel Paris, Graduate Student '17
Kelly McClure, Alumni, Class of 2016
Sara Warner, Associate Professor, PMA
Kyra Butler, Undergraduate Student '20
Kina Viola, Cornell Cooperative Extension employee
Nivedita Vatsa, Undergraduate Student '17
Zifeng Liu, PhD student, Africana Studies
Adefolakanmi Adenugba, Undergraduate Student '17
Noelle Brigden, Alumni, PhD 2013
Elizabeth Wijaya, PhD Candidate, Department of Comparative Literature
George Tsourounakis, Undergraduate Student '18
Maria R. Flores, PhD Student
Alexandra Farhangui, Undergraduate Student
Alexander Livingston, Assistant Professor. Department of Government
Carmen Martínez, Alumni class of 2014
María Fernández, Associate Professor
Nina Acharya, Undergraduate student '19
Nathanael Cheng, Undergraduate Student '20
Alexandra Phelps, Undergraduate Student '20
Hannah George, Alumni; Class of 2016
Krishna Shah, Undergraduate Student '17
Isabel Obregon, Undergraduate Student '19
Laura Fletcher, Undergraduate Student '17
Karen Loya, Undergraduate Student '19
Amelia Haddad, Class of 2019
Brinda Gurumoorthy, Undergraduate Student '18
Tamara Dennis, Alumni, Class of 2012
Nehal Rawat, Undergraduate Student '19
Christine Liu, Undergraduate Student '17
Kay R Stickane, Admin Manager, History
Jenny Swift, Undergraduate Student '18
Emmanuel Mendoza, Undergraduate
Ana Paula Canedo, Masters of Public Administration '17
Cindy Chen, Undergraduate Student, '19
André Keiji Kunigami, PhD candidate, Department of Asian Studies
Ryan Buyco, Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Asian Studies
Carrie Pascale, Undergraduate Student '17
Rafael Acosta, Ph.D. 2014
Elizabeth Deneen, Undergraduate Student '19
Julia Sun, Undergraduate Student '18
Carlos Poulet, MBA '17
Stephanie Martinez, Alumni, Class of 2014
Jeanette Pineiro, Alumni
Heekyung Hahn, Class of 2017
Jenny Ferreiras, Undergraduate Student '17
Jacqueline Rivera, Alumni, Class of 2013
Elana Valastro, Undergraduate Student 2017
Zoe McCormick, Undergraduate Student '20
Theodore Bauer, Undergraduate Student '19
Emma Li, Undergraduate Student '20
Sonali Srivastava, Undergraduate Student '18
Mary Burgett, CALS Undergrad, '17
Emma Seymour, Undergraduate Student '18
Diane Wong, PhD Candidate, Government
Olivia Gauck, Undergraduate Student '19
Jinju Ouck, Undergraduate Student '20
Jancey Taveras, Alumni, Class of 2014
Wendy Leutert, Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Government
Carissa Kang, PhD candidate
Matthew Kilbane, PhD Student
Alice Fulton, Ann S. Bowers Prof. Of English
Kara Beckman, Undergraduate Student '17
Madeline Cohen, Undergraduate Student '18
Kwan Lee, PhD Student, ILR School
Barb Morley, Archivist, Kheel Center, ILR School
Irving Torres-Lopez, Undergraduate Student '18
Adam Spaulding-Astudillo, Undergraduate Student '20
Lia Turtas, PhD student, Department of Romance Studies
Mitchell Lee, Undergraduate Student '19
Ivy Torres, Alumna 2009
Julia Joseph, Undergraduate Student '17
Carlos Saz, Undergraduate Student '20
April Sutton, Postdoctoral Fellow
William Marshall, PhD Candidate '17
Jesse Wu, Undergraduate Student '17
Emily Waite, Undergraduate Student '20
Jane Juffer, Professor, English and FGSS
Jeffery Lee, Undergraduate Student '17
Gray Ryan, Undergraduate student '18
Zelia Gonzales, Undergraduate Student '20
Kenneth Yuen, MFA '15
Antonio Di Fenza, PhD student
Erick Palma, Undergraduate Student '19
Jagravi Dave, Undergraduate Student '17
Jacqueline Horn, Class of 2016
Gita Connolly, Undergraduate Student '19
William Chung, Undergraduate Student '18
Matthew Vernon, Undergraduate Student '04
Laura Bhola, Alumni
Anna-Lisa Castle, Alumna
Gwen Aviles, Undergraduate Student '17
Alekhyra Chaparala, Undergraduate Student '18
Sergio Garcia-Rios, Assistant Professor, Government
Ankur Srivastava, Alumni, Class of 2016
Ziva Posner, Undergraduate Student '18
Skye Maresca, Alumni, Class of 2011
Constanza Salazar, PhD Student, Department of History of Art and Visual Studies
Michael Olivier, Chair, Department of Genetics, Texas Biomedical Research Institute, Alumni, Ph.D. 1998
Jeffrey Van, Undergraduate Student '19
Caroline Baldwin, Undergraduate Student 2018
Jack Meng-Tat Chia, PhD Candidate, Department of History
Tatiana Suero, School of Hotel Administration '19
Alex Zhou, Undergraduate Student '17
Daniel Marshall, Alumni, Class of 2015
Yang Lu, Undergraduate Student '18
Vanessa Chicas, Undergraduate Student '18
Gabrielle Girard, Alumna '15
Funmilola Adewale, Alumna, Class of 2009
Rebecca Townsend, PhD, Department of History
Mariama Richards, Alumni 15
Cecilia Iachetta, Alumni, Class of 2016
Jordan Berger, Class of 2017
Andrea Slavney, PhD student, Genetics
Lisa Hiura, PhD Student
Vaidehi Patel, Graduate student
Julilly Kohler-Hausmann, Assistant Professor, Department of History
Shoshana Perrey, Graduate Student, Development Sociology
Weena Pun, Graduate Student, MFA, '18
Marlen Gonzalez, Undergraduate Student '19
Kaleigh Anderson, Undergraduate Student '17
Hannah Dunn, Undergraduate Student '17
Janet Hendrickson, PhD candidate
Rebecca Ashby-Colón, Alumni, Class of 2016
Russell Sikon, Undergraduate Student '19
Bárbbara Carrera, Alumni, Class of 2010
Tracie Matysik, Graduate 2001
Abby Benkert, Undergraduate Student '19
Linda He, Alumni, Class of 2016
Timothy Vasko, Ph.D Candidate, Government
Weston Forster, Undergraduate student '17
Sarah Press, Alumnus
Misaki Tanida, Undergraduate Student '17
Charles Phil, Undergraduate Student '17
Jacob Kuhn, Undergraduate Student '18
Richard Wu, Undergraduate Student '18
Andrew Dreelin, Undergraduate Student '17
Hannah Bollinger, Undergraduate Student '19
Isaiah Devin Murray, Undergraduate Student '19
Erica Kepski, Alumni, Class of 2014
Tiffany Ge, Undergraduate Student '17
Rebekah Maggor, Assistant Professor, Department of Performing and Media Arts
Sarah McKibben, Alumni PhD 2003
Annekatrin Sommer, Graduate Student in German Studies
Brittany Stone, Biometry and Statistics, Class of 2018
David Aichenbaum, PhD Candidate
Derin Macchia, Alumni, Class of 2013
Ariel Hsu, Undergraduate Student '17
Emily Vazquez, Graduate student
Alina Kim, Undergraduate Student '18
Emily Dong, Undergraduate Student '18
Yujin Oh, Staff
Ashley Vincent, Undergraduate Student '17
Jessica Nelson, Undergraduate Student '17
Matthew Siemon, A&S '18 student
Devin Harrigan, Alumni, Class of 2012
ALLEN FUNG, Alumni, Class of 2007
Sonia Appasamy, Undergraduate Student '19
Kamaal Jones, Alumnus, Class of 2013
Rose Pember, Alumni, Class of 2016
Rose Agger, PhD Student
Valerie Carvajal, Alumni, Class of 2007
Verdie M. Culbreath, Doctoral Candidate '18
Matthew Fischer-Daly, PhD candidate, ILR
Amanda Lacher, Class of 2020
Graciela Reyes Retana, PhD candidate
Aisha Rupasingha, Undergraduate Student '18
Nitzan Tal, PhD student, Comp Lit
Adrian Palma, DACAmented Alumni, Class of 2013
Bryan Gangemi, Graduate Student, ILR
Elizabeth Plantan, Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Government
Jesse Pollard, Resident Advisor, Undergraduate Student '18
Ibrahim Issa, Graduate Student
Michaela Brangan, TA in English; Administrative Liaison and Steering Committee Member, CGSU (Cornell Graduate Students United)
Patrick Clobridge, Undergraduate Student '19
Jonathan Billing, Faculty, Physical Education
Paola A. Rosa-Aquino, Undergraduate Student '17
Erin York Cornwell, Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology
Catherine Ramírez, Residence Hall Director, Latino Living Center
Matthew Grieco, Class of 2016
Daniel Hanggi, Alumnus, Class of 2016
James Ingoldsby, Graduate Student, English
Norman Matos, Alumni, Class of 2016
Allen Chen, Undergraduate Student '18
Sabine Fischer-Daly, DVM candidate, Class 2018
Rose Ippolito, Undergraduate Student '20
Katie Sadoff, Undergraduate Student '20
Krithika Vachali, Graduate Student, Dept. of English
Sean Cronan, Undergraduate Student, '19
Anmol Kabra, Undergraduate Student
Kelsey Sheronas, Alumni, Class of 2016
Summer Stephens, Undergraduate Student '18
Mee-Ju Ro, PhD Candidate, English Dept.
Katherine M. Sastre, Alumni, Class of 2008
Nicola Love, Undergraduate '18
Amy Pozza, Alumni, Class of 2008
TJ Carrizales, Alumni '01, MPA '03
Deborah Seok, Undergraduate Student '17
Akash Guru, Graduate student
Chiara Formichi, Assistant Professor, Asian Studies
Peter Katzenstein, Walter S. Carpenter, Jr. Professor of International Studies
Paige Samuelson, Undergraduate Student '18
Le Tone Wei, Undergraduate Student '19
Scott Myer, Alumni, Class of 2001
Alvin Velazquez, Alumni class of 2000
Julian Lim, PhD Alumni, Class of 2013
Richard Meisel, PhD, Alumnus, class of 2002
Gabriela Sandoval, Doctoral student, Sociology, Class of 2005
Andrew Distler, Undergraduate '15
David Castellanos, Undergraduate Student ’18
Anita Mbogoni, Alumni, Class of 2015
Luciano Hamel, Undergraduate
Belinda Linn Rincon, Alumni, 2009
Jessica Reuter, Student ’17
Chris Garces, Assistant Professor, Department of Anthropology
Juan Guevara, Graduate Student ’17
David Rosen, Professor emeritus, Music
Alejandro L. Madrid, Associate Professor, Department of Music
Patricia Thayer, Admin. Assistant Bronfenbrenner Center for Translational Research
Emily Rials, PhD Candidate, Department of English
Ben Brack, Undergraduate Student ’19
Jakob Durden, Alumnus, class of 2016
Joan Jacobs Brumberg, Stephen Weiss Presidential Fellow and Professor Emerita
Yena Kim, Alumna ’12
Jessica Dwinell, Alumni, Class of 2008
Sydni Green, Class of 2020
Elana Loeb, Student ’17
Lilly Mendoza, Undergraduate student 18'
Philippa Chun, PhD Candidate, English Department
Cristian Giron, Undergraduate Student ’18
Marie Lovenheim, Alumni, Class of ’78
Alex Street, Post-doc, 2012-13
Andrea J. Mooney, Clinical Professor of Law
Elbert George Wells III, Supporter
Jorge Sarmiento, Alumni, Class of 2012
Brittany Tabora, Undergraduate Student ’19
Sally Wen Mao, Alumni MFA in Poetry ’12, Lecturer in English Department 2011-2014
Catherine Li, Undergraduate Student ’18
Chris Zepeda-Millan, Alumni
Bojan Srbinovski, Graduate Student
Gail Fletcher, Undergraduate Student ’17
Rebecca Tally, PhD, 2012
Chris Skurka, PhD student
Jorge Alberto Silva, Alumni, Class of 2012
Tracy Barrett, Alumnus 2007
Hao Yi, PhD Candidate ’17
Bhavya Bhushan, Undergraduate Student ’20
Janet McCue, Librarian (retired)
Nick Salvato, Associate Professor, Department of Performing and Media Arts
Lincoln Hines, Graduate Student
Summer L. Lopez Colorado, Undergraduate Student ’18
Tomas E. Castellanos, Alumnus, Class of 2010
Jung Mee Park, Sociology PhD ’13
Miriam Larson-Koester, Graduate student
Katherine Saulenas, Undergraduate Student ’18
Kareem Hamdy, Alumnus, Class of 2015
Melanie Calderon, Undergraduate Student '20
Joaquin Brito, Jr, Graduate Student (MLA + MRP) 2019
Nana Britwum, Undergraduate '18
Byungdo Kim, Grad student, Department of Communication
Ingrid Bauer, MD, MS, Alumnus, Class of 2001
Mo Alsabbagh, Alumnus '15
Juliet Hooker, Alumni
alexandra dalferro, graduate student
Jailene Hidalgo, Undergraduate student '18
Facundo Vega, Ph.D. Candidate
Satyaki Rajavasireddy, PhD 2014
Deepa Saharia, Undergraduate Student '18
Solina Kennedy, Undergraduate Student '19
Laura Menchaca Ruiz, PhD Candidate, Dept. Of Anthropology
Alex Frederick, Undergraduate Student '17
Jeremiah Brewer, Alumni, Class of 2014
John Handel, Alumnus, Class of 2015
Timothy Miller, Alumni, Class of 2004
Colton Crowe, Alumnus, Class of 2016
Myles Gideon, Staff, ORIA
Sana Gupta, Undergraduate Student '17
Patricia Grant, Class of 1995
John Aaron Gustafson, Alumnus, 2016
Julia Greenberg, Undergraduate student '18
Jennifer F. Siranaula, Undergraduate Student '19
Timothy Campbell, Professor, Romance Studies
Rana Sulieman, Undergraduate Student '17
Sloka Tankala, Alumni, Class of 2013
Anomitra Bhattacharya, Alumni, MPA'12
Michael Adam Rodrigues Lee, Alumnus, Class of 2016
Colin Schmidt, Alumnus, Class of 2013
William Chang, Alumni, Class of 2005
Andrew Dorion, Alumnus, 2016
Heather Furnas, PhD, History 2002; Staff at Cornell University Library
Margaret Lovier, Undergraduate '19
Swati Sureka, Alumna, Class of 2015
Emily Hong, PhD Candidate, Department of Anthropology
Janis Whitlock, Research Scientist
Lauren Tsuji, Alumni, '11
Jean-Jacques Decoster, PhD Alumni '94
Justin Selig, Undergraduate student '17
Meriel Engrand, Undergraduate Student '18
Jessica C. Harris, Department of History; Alumni, Ph.D., 2011; Assistant Professor, Historical Studies, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
Monica Huang, Class of 2003
Carin Berkowitz, PhD 2010
Brooke Duffy, Assistant Professor, Communication
Davydd J. Greenwood, Goldwin Smith Professor of Anthropology Emeritus
Richard Thompson, Alumnus, Class of 2016
Mariana Giusti, Graduate student
Joon Sohn, PhD Class of 2017
Anna Sims Bartel, Associate Director, Office of Engagement Initiatives
Mary Grainger, Alumna
Hannah Plummer, MRP Student, '18
Cheryl Beredo, BA '00
Kayla Burd, Graduate student
David Levitsky, Professor
Mai Van Tran, Ph.D. student, Department of Government
Julia Yang, Undergraduate Student '19
Joshua Savala, PhD Candidate, Department of History
Helen Tosteson, Undergraduate Student '17
Brielle Hohné, Undergraduate Student '17
TJ Hinrichs, Associate Professor, Department of History
Erik Petrie, PhD Student, Government
Christopher Byrne, Lecturer, Dept. of Communication
Kathya Chiluiza, Alumni '05, MEng '06
Laurel Darragh, Undergraduate Student '17
Josephine Velez, Retiree
Michael A. Shapiro, Professor, Dept. of Communication
Richard Polenberg, Professor emeritus, Department of History
Kristie Schlauraff, Graduate Student
Dehanza Rogers, Assistant Professor, Department of Performing and Media Arts
Joan Spielholz, Alumna BS '73, MS '86
Catherine Elsaesser, Undergraduate Student '17
Lindsay Cummings, Alumni class of 2005
Ryan Oliveira, Alumnus, Class of 2008
Kelley Mark, Undergraduate student '18
David R. Rosas, Alumnus, Class of 2000
Nicole Offerdahl, 2012
Jimena Valdez, Graduate Student, Government
Lavannya Pulluveetil Barrera, Undergraduate Student '17
Katrina Briwne, PhD Candidate
Jeff Niederdeppe, Associate Professor
Katherine Karaus, Class of 2010
Michell J Cardona, Alumni, AAP Class of 2005
Lori Delale-O'Connor, ILR Alumni, Class of 2002
Mary Pat Brady, Associate Professor of English and Latinx Studies
Sofia Da Silva, Undergraduate Student '18
Judith Peraino, Professor of music and Director of LGBT Studies
Katherine Welch, Graduate Student, Department of Government
Samantha N. Sheppard, Assistant Professor, Department of Performing and Media Arts
Dana Friend, PhD Candidate
Brian Levine, Alumnus, Class of 2005
Andrew McLaughlin, Program Coordinator, Cornell Outdoor Education
Lisa Awaitey, Alumnus, Class of 2016
Asa Rosenfield, CRP Undergrad '20
Lala Xu, Undergraduate Student '18
Morgan Feldman, Veterinary Medicine Student '18
Caitlin Kane, Ph. D. Student
Roger Gilbert, Professor, Department of English
Vida Maralani, Associate Professor, Sociology Dept.
Vladimir Micic, Administrative Manager
Melanie Berdecia, Class of 2012
Douglas McKee, Senior Lecturer, Economics Department
Mia Mishaan, Undergraduate Student '19
David Jaume, Graduate student '18
George Hutchinson, Professor
Philip McMichael, Professor, Development Sociology
Barrie Kreinik, Alumni, Class of 2007
Nitya Deshmukh, Class of 2019
Trey Ramsey, Alumni, Class of 2012 and Staff, CUAES
Mabel Berezin, Professor, Department of Sociology
Lillian Kahris, Undergraduate Student '19
Nancy Ren, Undergraduate Student '19
Jeffrey Arendash, Alumni, Class of 2016
Nora Becker, Undergraduate student '18
Georges Batoussi, Undergraduate Student '19
Suzanne Mettler, Clinton Rossiter Professor of American Institutions, Department of Government
Aurora Namnum, Undergraduate Student '19
Elena Guzman, PhD candidate
Manfred Elfstrom, Department of Government
Bailey Dineen, Alumn '15
Lukin Jacob, Undergraduate Student '18
Virginia Howick, PhD 2015
Anne M. Blackburn, Professor, Department of Asian Studies; Director, Cornell South Asia Program
Cole Long, Alumnus, '10
Delilah Griswold, PhD Student, Development Sociology
Susana Romero, Alumni, 2015
HyeJoon Jang, Undergraduate Student '20
Molly MacVeagh, Graduate Student
Irene Bae, Undergraduate Student '18
Christopher Talavera, Undergraduate Student '19
Ian Harkins, Alumni, Class of 2011
Jane Glaubman, PhD candidate, English
Emily Oliver, Alumni
J. Robert Lennon, Professor, Department of English
Hannah Levy, Class of 2013
Gloria Sanchez, Administrative Assistant AAD and Undergraduate of Arts and Science -EDP
Liza Flum, MFA Lecturer, Department of English
Thomas Pera, Graduate Student
Liliana Aguirre, Alumni '14
Kimberly Williams, Alumn
Robin J. Sowards, Alumnus, Ph.D. 2006
Tiffany Fotopoulos, Undergraduate Student '18
Jocelyn Vega, Student '17
Trisica Munroe, Program Manager, FGSS & LGBT Studies
Joyce Muchan, Assistant Director Cornell Public Service Center
Nathalie F Berman, Alumna, class of 2011
Lily Cui, English PhD, '14
Salvador Herrera, Undergraduate Student '18
Daniel Shaver, MD/PhD Student
Salma El idrissi, PhD Student, Communication Department
Michael Cheng, Medical Student '20
Rocio Anica, Graduate Student
Marissa Esthimer, Alumna, Class of 2012
Ruth Mullett, Graduate Student
Carl Moon, Graduate Student, Department of English
Katherine Quinn, PhD Candidate
Ezra Dan Feldman, English G 5
Jason Gurtman, Undergraduate Student '18
Jennifer Adams, MFA 2011
Samantha Norris, Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Physics
Genesis Miranda Soto, Undergraduate Student '18
Nicholas E.L. Huelster, PhD. Student, Romance Studies
Mary Melati, Class of 2018
Cairo Archer, Undergraduate Student '18
Alice Song, Undergraduate Student '19
Daniel Poston, Weill Cornell Medicine '20
Trevor Stankiewicz, Undergraduate Student '15
Elizabet Fabis, Graduate Student
Allison Considine, Undergraduate Student '17
Emma Kioko, Graduate Student, English
Gillian Lawrence, Veterinary student, '19
Lisa Rizzo, Undergraduate Student '18
Abigail C. Cohn, Professor, Department of Linguistics
Mandy Gutmann-Gonzalez, MFA '13
Matthew Engel, Undergraduate, '17
Christina Black, PhD Candidate, English
Lindsey Warren, MFA student
Mary Cox, Medical Student '20
Lynne Stahl, PhD, English, 2015
Madeleine George, Alumna, Class of 1996
Julie Phan, Undergraduate Student '20
Breanna Byington, Alumni, Class of 2011
Zelmira Rizo-Patron, Undergraduate Student '18
Kyra Umrigar, Undergraduate Student '20
Lina Arcila Hernandez, PhD candidate; Department of EEB
Valeria San Juan, Alumni
Divya Sharma, PhD Candidate
Sara Schlemm, PhD Candidate, Department of English
Lauren Schneider Lipton, Human Ecology '11
Carla Pérez, Class of 2015
Diane Berrett Brown, Managing Editor, Diacritics
Nancy Morales, MPA, 2013
Meredith Anderer, Undergraduate Student '20
Eva Boman, Alumni
Sindy Lopez, Alumna, Class of 2012
Mark Kreynovich, Undergraduate Student '20
Dillon Carroll, Undergraduate Student '20
Jessica Hannah, Graduate Student, Department of English
Annalee Tweitmann, Class of 2016
Benjamin Anderson, Undergraduate Student '17
Annie Goold, MFA Candidate '16, Dept. of English
Elizabeh Soltan, Alumna, Class of 2012
Cynthia Estes-Smith, Class of 1978
Yoon Choi, Graduate Student
Catherine Lambert, Graduate Student, EAS
Rebecca Zuckerman, Alumni, Class of 2011
Alice Wang, Alumni, Class of 2014
Jesse Turk, Alumni, Class of 2014
Caroline Hugh, Alumna 2010
Daniel Young, Alumni Class of 2013
Nicholas Cowan, Undergraduate Student '19
Tamsin Smith, Undergraduate Student '18
Barkha Kagliwal, PhD Student, Science and Technology Studies
Nick Krachler, Graduate Student
Ruoj Tang, PhD Candidate, Department of English
Stephanie Kelly, Alumni, Class of 2010
Mariangela Mihai, PhD Candidate
Aarohee Fulay, Alumni, Class of 2015
Julie Jacoby, Alumna
Lauren McLeod, PhD Candidate
Xavier Eddy, Undergraduate Student '19
Christina Villalobos
Eric Mora, Alumnus, Class of 2013
Yukiko Hanawa, PhD Alumni, Dept of Asian Studies
Clara Ng-Quinn, Alumni, Class of 2010
Joanna Barrett, Alumni, Class of 2016
Nicholas Campanas, Undergraduate Student '17
Durga Kullakanda, Undergraduate Student '19
Frank He, Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Biomedical Engineering
Angie Aponte Santiago, Class of 2006
Lavanya Aprameya, Undergraduate Student '19
Desiree Barron-Callaci, Alumni, Class of 2010
Jaffa Panken, Alumna
Amara Pinnock, Class of 2011
Michael Barany, Alumni, Class of 2008
Yael Manes, Alumna, Class of 2009
Barbara Elena Sahagun, M.D. Candidate Class of 2020
Jessica Hersh, Undergraduate student '19
Annie Fernandez, Undergraduate Student '17
Patrick MacRae, Undergrad Alumnus, graduate alumnus, current employee
Yoorie Chang, Undergraduate Student '20
Gabriella Lifsec, Undergraduate Student '19
Shoshana Bressman, Undergraduate Student '20
Erin Larson, PhD Candidate, Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Delali Agblevor, Alumna, Class of 2016
Christina Zecca, Medical Student '20 and Alumni, Class of 2015
David Marchena, Undergraduate Student '19
Victor Riomana, Student of Industrial and Labor Relations'17
Bonnie Powell, Undergraduate Student '18
Michelle Savran, Alumni, Class of 2016
Jessica Reno, Alumni, Class of 2013
FLORENCE J. CHERRY
John Asper, Alumni, Class of 2016
Robert Barrett, Class of 2018
Alex Hughes, Undergraduate Student '18
Kaylin O'Dell, PhD Candidate
Isabel Gareau, Undergraduate Student '19
Jaden Williams, Undergraduate Student '17
Sophia White, M.D. Candidate, Class of 2020
Kelly R. Zamudio, Goldwin Smith Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Matthew Edwards, Undergraduate Student '17
Paul Cueva, Alumnus, Class of 2010; PhD Student
Carolina Panisello-Manterola, Undergraduate Student '17
Andrea Sanders, Alumni, Class of 2012
Aaryaman Mishr, Undergraduate Student '20
Larissa-Helen Mahaga-Ajala, Graduate Student '17
Jenny Todd, Ph.D. 2011
Ian Wallace, Undergraduate Student '20
Richard LaRose, MFA Graduate Lecturer
Poppy L. McLeod, Full Professor, Department of Communication
Jadey Huray, Alumni, Class of 2014
Jessie Harthun, Undergraduate Student '19
Elizabeth Yardley, Undergraduate Student '19
Tenisha McDonald, Alumni, Class of 2011
Juan Carlos Gomez, Alumni, Class of 2015
Roc Johnson, American Studies '19
Stacy Christopher, Alumni, class of 2013
Sophia Arbuiso, Undergraduate '19
Paige Wagar, Undergraduate student, 2018
Marc Kohlbry, PhD Student, Department of Comparative Literature
Elisha Cohn, Assistant Professor, Department of English
Katy Habr, Undergraduate Student '18
Piragash Swargaloganathan, Undergraduate Student '19
Javier Agredo, Undergraduate Student '19
Laura Tach, Assistant Professor, Department of Policy Analysis & Management
Alexander Lussenhop, Alumni, A&S, Class of 2011; Secretary of CUGALA, Cornell's LGBT Alumni Association
Jess Falcone, Alum, PhD Class of 2010
Gourab Kar, PhD Student
Yoselinda Mendoza, Graduate Student, Department of Sociology
Taylor Sandoval, Undergraduate Student '18
Alice Rayner, Undergraduate Student '19
Madeleine Metawati Eggers, Undergraduate Student '19
Meaghan Mingo, Ph.D. Student, Sociology
Kathleen Alto, Alumni, Class of 2011
Catherine Spivak, Undergraduate Student '19
Casey Goldvale, Alumnus, Class of 2015
Nasrin Olla, Graduate Student, Department of English
Percy Browning, Class of 1956
Amber Wiens, Undergraduate Student '19
Jinyoung Park, PhD student
Madeleine Tom, Undergraduate Student '19
Cathy Caruth, Frank H. T. Rhodes Professor of Humane Letters English and Comparative Literature
Daniel Wilson, PhD English 2012
Isabelle Kiefaber, Undergraduate Student '19
Max Eisenburger, Alumnus, Class of 2005
Katherine Thorsteinson, Graduate Student, Department of English
Amber Pasha, Undergraduate Student '19
Alec Desbordes, Undergraduate Student '17
Max Brashear, Alumni, Class of 2016
Arielle Cain, Alumni Class of 2011
Iian Smythe, Graduate student '17
Eric Wildstein, Undergraduate Student '19
Noelle LaDue, Undergraduate Student '19
Nozomi Nishimura, Assistant Professor, Biomedical Engineering
Kathryn S March, Professor Emerita
Matteo Aloia, Undergraduate Student '20
Julian Vrieslander, PhD 1981
Erran S. Matthews, Alumni, Class of 1997
Matthew Johnson, Alum, Class of 2013
Elizabeth Couse, Undergraduate Student '19
Anna Duh, Undergraduate Student '18
Eduardo L. Gonzalez, Undergraduate Student '17
Nancy Brooks, Visiting Associate Professor, Dept of CRP
Aki Marceau, Alumni, Class of 2011
Alejandro Rodriguez, Undergraduate Student '17
Cristian Serna-Tamayo, Alumni, Class of 2006
Jennifer Yeh, Alumni, class of 2003
Don Oh, Undergraduate Student '17
Julie Phillips Brown, Alumni, Class of 2011
Becket Harney, Undergraduate Student '17
Jeff Ayars, AAP Alumni, Class of 2013
Maureen Costura, Alumna
Hannah Rudin, Undergrad in MechE '17
Audrey Wasser, Alumna, class of 2010
Allison Bichoupan, Undergraduate Student '18
Byron Suber, Senior Lecturer in Department of Performing and Media Arts
Courtany Schick, Alumni, Class of 2016
Tripti Poddar, MPA '17
Beatrice Jin, Undergraduate Student '18
Lisle Winston, MD Candidate, Class of 2019
Elif Sari, Graduate Student, Department of Anthropology
Sabrina Sugano, Undergraduate Student '19
Samantha Steinhall, Undergraduate Student '17
Dillon Robertson, Graduate Student '18
Sady Daniel Ramirez Ossa, Undergraduate Student '17
Gabriela Lopez, Undergraduate Student '19
Susanne Fortunato, AAP Class of 2012
Shelley Wong, Associate Professor, English and Asian American Studies
Sarah Brown, Undergraduate Student '19
Suzy Park, Undergraduate Student '18
Perla Lastra, Class of 2004 & 2005
Angela Sun, Undergraduate Student '18
Malvika Dahiya, Undergraduate Student '19
Aurora Rojer, Undergraduate Student '17
Stephen Wiley, Graduate student, City and Regional Planning
Yu Shao, Student'19
Joshua Barrom, Alumnus, Class of 2013
Meghana Machireddy, Undergraduate Student '19
Jordan Greissman, Undergraduate Student '18
Travis Duprey, Lecturer, English Department
Nicholas Markus, Undergrad Student '20
Gelsey Beaubrun, Alumna '15
Lucinda Li, Undergraduate Student '18
Elise Smith, Undergraduate Student '19
Sonia Ahmad, PhD student, City and Regional Planning
Rebecca Herz, Undergraduate Student '18
Chen Liu, Undergraduate Student '19
Christian Waibel, Undergraduate '17
Kevin Murphy, MRP '18
Gaia De Ponti, Undergraduate Student '17
Sarah Zumba, Undergraduate Student '18
Aranzázú Jorquiera, Student '17
Chairat Polmuk, PhD Candidate, Asian Studies
Alex Maisel, Undergraduate Student '18
Sofya Calvin, Undergraduate Student '19
Jakob Youngblood, Undergraduate Student '20
Paola Muñoz Rojas, Undergraduate Student '17
Carmen Enid Martinez, Associate Professor
Matthew D Anticoli, Undergraduate Student '20
Nicole Schwartz, Undergraduate Student '17
Austin M. Kramer, Graduate Student, Department of Anthropology
Siobhan Robinson-Marshall, Undergraduate student '20
Merlyn Miller, Undergraduate, Student '19
Jennifer Keefe, Alumna, Class of 2013
Francesca LaPasta, Undergraduate Student '19
Eliza LaJoie, Alumni, Class of 2013
Jacqueline Callan, Graduate student 2018; Alumni, Class of 2015
Joyce G. Chery, Alumni, 2013
Nathan Barr, Undergraduate student '17
Emma Badin, Undergraduate Student '20
Emma Catherine Perry, MFA Graduate '14
Luis Tomas Graveley, Jr., Class of 2017
Zoe Maisel, Undergraduate student '18
Samantha Stern, Undergraduate Student '17
Saqifa Walli, Student '19
Khizer Rizvi, Alumnus, Class of 2013
Steffen Blings, PhD Candidate, Department of Government
Yujue Wang, Undergraduate Student '20/19
Jonathan Kirshner, Stephen and Barbara Friedman Professor of International Political Economy, Department of Government
Hannah Simmerman, undergraduate student '19
Rose Beattie, Undergraduate Student '17
Joshua Mensah, Class of 2018
Shiliu Wang, Undergraduate Student '13
Diana Looser, PhD 2009,
Oliver Chemtob, Undergraduate Student '20
Aimee Parkison, Alumni, Class of 2002
Benedetta Carnaghi, Ph.D. Student, Department of History
Devin Sullivan, Undergraduate Student '19
Winnie Gao, Undergraduate Student '20
Satadru Pramanik, Biomedical Engineering MEng Alumni, Class of 2012
Madeleine Skaller, Alumni, Class of 2015
John O. McClain, Professor Emeritus, Johnson Graduate School of Management
Sarah Jefferis, Alumni, Class of 1999; Writing Coach at OADI
Kathie Jiang, Undergraduate Student, '20
Laura Sugano, Arts and Sciences, class of 1990
John Lunsford, PhD Student, Department of Communication
Elizabeth Herman, Undergraduate '18
Hilary Emmett, Alumna PhD program English Lit 2007
Ashten Cooper, Undergraduate Student '18
Jevan Hutson, Masters Student, Information Science
Jordan Gilman, Alumnus
Asli Menevse PhD, Candidate, History of Art and Visual Studies
Toshie K. Gomyo, Class of 2005
Julia Burstein, Undergraduate student '19
Ariel Schwartz, Alumna, Class of 2013; MEng 2014
Celina Scott-Buechler, Undergraduate Student
Matthew T. Stoltz, PhD candidate
Ron Herring, Professor, Government
Gabriela Gallegos, undergraduate '17
Rina Tse, PhD'16, Postdoc Associate, Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
Abby Beeler, Undergraduate Student '20
Louis Liu, Undergraduate Student '20
Chi Kyu Lee, Undergraduate Student '20
Woojin Choi, Undergrad '17
Neema Kudwa, Associate Professor, Department of City and Regional Planning
Samantha Wesner, PhD candidate, Department of History
Sanjeethan Baksh, MD-PhD student, Entering Class of 2014
Hope Rainbow, Alumna, Class of 2011
C. Steven Sevillano, PhD Student
Anette Schwarz, Associate Professor, German Studies
Noah Chovanec, Undergraduate Student '18
Lucy Lin, Undergraduate Student '20
Raivo Lindemann, Class of 2010
Sarasi Jayaratne, Undergraduate Student '12
Daniel Bret Leraul, PhD Candidate, Comparative Literature
Alexandra Wagner, Student '17
Dylan Van Duyne, Undergraduate Student '18
Caroline Schultz, Alumni, Class of 2011
Brianne Keane, Undergraduate Student '18
Lyrae Van Clief-Stefanon, Associate Professor, Department of English
Natalia Rebollo, Undergraduate Student '20
Kishore, Grad student
Hannah Light-Olson, Undergraduate Student '18
Anant Sriram, Undergraduate Student '19
Gerard Aching, Professor of Africana and Romance Studies
Jesse McElwain, Alumni, Class of 2013
Amir Mohamed, PhD Candidate
Eduardo Carmelo Dañobeytia, Undergraduate Student '19
Bonnie G MacDougall, Professor Emeritus
Trevor Kahl, Undergraduate Student '19
Neil Saccamano, Associate Professor of English and Comparative Literature
Bob Delaney, Alumni, Class of 1987
Patrizia McBride, Professor, Department of German Studies
Jesse McElwain, Alumni, Class of 2013
Amir Mohamed, PhD Candidate
Eduardo Carmelo Dañobeytia, Undergraduate Student '19
Bonnie G MacDougall, Professor Emeritus
Trevor Kahl, Undergraduate Student '19
Neil Saccamano, Associate Professor of English and Comparative Literature
Bob Delaney, Alumni, Class of 1987
Patrizia McBride, Professor, Department of German Studies
Julian Rivera, Veterinary Medicine 2018
Peter Gilgen, Associate Professor, Department of German Studies
Lukasz Rzycki, Undergraduate Student '18
Elizabeth Creter, Alumni class of '16, graduate student '18
Douglas Brent McBride, Senior Lecturer in German Studies
Shivem Shah, PhD Student
Joseph Denby, Undergraduate Student '17
Barry Maxwell, Senior Lecturer, retired
Martin hatch, Graduate school professor, music & asian studies
Marissa Tranquill, Class of 2015
Sarah Maxey, PhD Candidate, Department of Government
Darlene Evans, Sr. Lecturer, the Knight Institute
Cynthia Robinson, Mary Donlon Alger Professor of Medieval and Islamic Art; Chair, History of Art
Lucy Dean Stockton, Undergraduate Student '17
Dalton Price, Undergraduate Student '20
Aidan Fitzgerald, Undergraduate Student '20
Caroline O'Donnell, Assistant Professor, Department of Architecture
Nellie Butler, Undergraduate Student '20
Amelia Elverson, Alumni, Class of 2016
Lisa Malloy, Student
Mona Krewel, Assistant Professor, Department of Government
Taria Thomas, Alumna Class of 2008
Jessica Huffman, Undergraduate Student '20
Hailey Alemán, Undergraduate Student '18
Neema Patel, Alum, 2016
Amaianri Marin Tovar, Undergraduate Student '20
Tanvi Solanki, Postdoctoral Associate
Anissa Rahadiningtyas, PhD Candidate, Art History
Melissa Harbert, Alumna, Class of 2015
Anne Jorstad, Alumni, Class of 2005
Eric Tagliacozzo, Professor of History
Elizabeth Cavic, Undergraduate Student '17
Eric Cheyfitz, Ernest I. White Professor of American Studies and Humane Letters
Takaaki Masaki, Ph.D., Class of 2015
Natalie Wu, Alumni, Class of 2011
Justin Weinstock, Alumnus, class of 2016
Jessie Hilliker, Assistant to the Directors, ECE
Jameela Suleiman, Undergraduate Student 2020
Widy gunawarman, Cornell staff
Lisa Cheche, Undergraduate Student ’17
Mari N. Crabtree, Alumni, Department of History, Class of 2014 PhD; Assistant Professor, African American Studies Program, College of Charleston
Joshua Goldstein, Undergraduate Student ’17
Catherine Reyes, Alumni Class of 2012 & 2014
Shane Kowalski, Fiction MFA
Rebecca Wilbanks, Alumni, Class of 2007
Omar Dairi, Undergraduate Student ’20
David Cosca, PhD Candidate, Department of English
Maya Gunaseharan, Alumni, Class of 2012
Cristian Padilla, Undergraduate Student ’17
Erin Wissink, Alumna, Class of 2015
Jonathan Culler, Professor, Department of English
Mary Elizabeth (Meg) Gordon, Student, 2020
Angel David Nieves, Angel David Nieves, Ph.D., Alumni, Class of 2001
Jill Frank, Government
Cindy J. Fuller, BS 1978, PhD 1992
J. Brent Morris, MA ’08, PhD ’10
Amy Kohout, Alumna, Ph.D. 2015 (Department of History)
Christa Downey, Director, Engineering Career Center
Sujata Singh, faculty Asian studies  Faculty dept
Elizabeth Nicole Elorza, Undergraduate Student ’20
Paula Vogel, Ph.D class of 2016
Clara Ricketts, Undergraduate student class of 2020
Simone Pinet, Professor of Spanish, Department of Romance Studies
Amanda Carreiro, House Assistant Dean, Carl L. Becker House
Olivia Tice, Undergraduate Student ’17
Mark DiStefano, Alumni, Class of 2016
Karen Fried, Alumni, Class of 1990
Hector Velez, Adj. Associate Professor, Department of Sociology, Latino Studies Program
Gabriel Borden, Alumnus, Class of 1998
Christopher Gamboa, Medical student - c/o 2020
Ludvig Cedemar, Undergraduate Student ’20
Yuichiro Kakutani, Undergraduate ’19
Shea O Hill, Undergraduate ’17
Lenard Vasquez, Alum, Class of 2013
Tamar Finley, Alumni, Class of ’95
Dr. Allison Boex, Alumna, Ph.D. 2014
Lizbeth Lucero, Undergraduate Student ’20
Arky Asmal, Undergraduate Student ’19
Karuna Katariwala, Undergraduate Student ’19
Carlos A. Ventura, Undergraduate Student '20
Jessica G. Perez, Alumni Class of 2013
Julian Katz, Class of 2012
Rebekah Ciribassi, Graduate Student, Department of Anthropology
Haley Jones, Alumna Class of 2015
Christine Surrette (Pitner), Alumni (BS May 2011, MEng Jan 2012)
Michael "Shnik" Patashnik, Undergraduate '16
Adrian Jones, Undergraduate Student '17
Lauren Parker, Alumni, Class of 2015
Marcelo Vinces, Alumnus, class of 1996
Angaelica LaPasta, Undergraduate Student '19
Jose L. Rios, Alumni
Rayna Kalas, Associate Professor, Department of English
Gabe Joseph, Undergrad '17
Christine Leuenberger, Senior Lecturer
Susan Buck-Morss, Professor Department of Government
Arjun Iyer, Undergraduate Student '18
Ada Zhang, Alumni, Class of 2012, M.Eng 2013
Eli Neustadter, '11
Joanie Mackowski, Associate Professor, Department of English
Jacqueline Reynoso, Ph.D. Candidate, Department of History
Meghan Brodie, Alumna, Class of 2010
Ian Crovisier, Class of 2010
Kimberly Hui, Alumni, Class of 2013
Bhavna Devani, Undergrad '05, Grad '09
Lauren Cohan, Alumni, Class of 2011
Amanda Recupero, Graduate Student, Department of Romance Studies
Aaron Chiou, PhD Student
Travis Grout, Graduate Student
Gina Hsu, Undergraduate Student '17
Romain Pasquer Brochard, Phd Student '21
Pratiti Deb, Alumni, Class of 2016
Alyssa Garcia, Alumna Class of 2014
Silvestre Arcos, Alumni, Class of 2000
Rachel Whalen, Undergraduate Student '19
Christian Zamarrón, Alumni, Class of 2011
Andy Barrientos-Gómez, PhD Student, Department of Romance Studies
Narinta Limtrakul, Alumna, Class of 2014
Anuush Vejalla, Class of 2020
Daniel Fireside, Master in Regional Planning '03
Anthony Carreira, Alumn '82
Jamie Sarmiento, Undergraduate ILR Student, '17
Manali Mahajan, Class of 2018
Casey Sweeney, Alumni, Class of 2013
Ejin Kim, Undergraduate student '18
Karen Eva (Lichtenbaum) Carr, Alumna '85
Abigail K. Hart, M.S. Natural Resources ’17
Patricia Herby, Alumna, class of 2008
Walter Ralston, Alumni, Class of 2012
Katherine Roman, Undergraduate Student ’20
Fiona chow, Undergrad ’17
Betty Hensellek, PhD Candidate, History of Art
Hayden Kantor, Postdoctoral Associate, Department of Anthropology
Ai Baba, Ph.D. Candidate, Department of History
Juan Felipe Rincón, Alumnus, Class of 1998
Kathleen (Richardson) Orem, Class of 2008
Michael J. Kantor, Ph.D., Class of 1986
Clayton Sasaki, Undergraduate Student ’18
Marvin Carlson, Alumni, class of 1961, Adjunct Professor
Yanbin Feng, Alumni, Class of 2015
María Perales, Princeton University
Sol Park, Undergraduate Student ’17
Paul Sawyer, Professor, Department of English
Jacob Roberts, Alumni, Class of 2014
Samuel Morrison, Undergraduate Student ’17
Catherine M. Appert, Assistant Professor, Department of Music
Madison Bondoc, Graduate Student ’17
Arthur Groos, Avalon Foundation Professor in the Humanities, emeritus
Siva iyer, CALS Alumnus 2011
Rebecca Helm, PhD Candidate, Department of Human Development
Rudy Gerson, 15
Kristin Hoffman, 00
Carole Cimitile, Alumni ’84, B.S. Public Policy
Susan Reverby, Class of 1967
Ali Love, Alumna, Class of 2011
Lisa Liu, Alumni, Class of 2015
Doron, Undergraduate
McKenzie Connors, Alumna, Class of 2008
Nicole Koschmann, Former employee, Einaudi
Merritt Steele, Alumni, Class of 2014; JD ’17
Charis Boke, Graduate Student, Department of Anthropology
Christy Christopher, Alumna, Class of 2007
Natasha Steinhall, Almna, Class of 2014
Verónica Martínez-Matsuda, Assistant Professor, Department of Labor Relations, Law, and History
Ariana E. Vigil, Alumni (Ph.D. 2008)
Trevan Signorelli, Undergraduate Student ’18
Sohee Rho, Class of 2014
Wendy Wolford, Professor, Department of Development Sociology
Natalie Masis, Alumni, class of 2010
Scott Surrette, Alumni Class of 2012
Daniel Gallagher, Alumni, Class of 2012
Ksenia Kaladiouk, Class of 2009
Amaris Williams, PhD candidate, Nutrition Dpt.
Gabriel Soto, PhD Candidate, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Victoria Atzl, Alumni, Class of 2014
Daniel Boucher, Associate Professor, Asian Studies
Eric M. Saidel, '97Alumnus
Paul Fleming, Professor, German Studies & Comparative Literature
August Faller, Graduate Student, Department of Philosophy
Kelsey Nedd, Class of 2018
Aurora Masum-Javed, Lecturer, English Department
Susanna Siegel, PhD , Philosophy, 2000
Aiden Cortell, Alumni, Class of 2015
Grant Farred, Faculty
Anna Callahan, Graduate Student '18, Department of City and Regional Planning
Sue-Jean Sung, Alumna, Class of 2015
Elizabeth Blake, Ph.D., 2016
Jessica Wilson, PhD, Sage School of Philosophy, 2001
Jess Park, Alumni '07; Graduate Student '18
Austin M. Aldag, Graduate Student - City & Regional Planning
Corey Kaminsky, Alumna '15
Ami Stuart, ILR '10, Tech Events Manager, Entrepreneurship at Cornell
Brian M. Balduzzi, MBA Student '18
Vigor Lam, Assistant Director, Asian & Asian American Center
Deanna Earle, Undergraduate Student '20
Sophia Ng, Alumni
Werner Goehner, Professor, Dept. of Architecture
Wyatt Bonikowski, PhD English 2006
Drew Margolin, Assistant Professor, Department of Communication
Kelsey Padgham, Graduate student, City and Regional Planning
Eric Frackleton, Alumni, BS/BA '08, MEng '09
Ingvild J. Roald, Graduate student '17
Yucheng Liu, Alumnus, Class of 2012
Gloria Kwan, Undergraduate Student '09
Jofish Kaye, Ph.D, 2009
Julio Pachon, Alumni, Class of 2014
Jonathan Pomboza, Human Ecology 2011
Anson Lin, Alumni, Class of 2010, M.Eng 2011
Sophie Galowitz, Undergraduate Student '20
Lisandro Florencio, Undergraduate '20
Stephanie Vaughn, Professor, Department of English
Victor Lew, Alumni, Class of 2016
Michael Solomentsev, Undergraduate '19
Ara Hagopian, Undergraduate Student '18
Timothy G. Dyster, Class of 2012
Lucy Goldberg, Alumni, Class of 2015
Ruth McCoy, Alumni, MPS 2014
Eisha M Conrad, Undergraduate Student '17
William Starr, Assistant Professor, Department of Philosophy
Rebecca Harris-Warrick, Professor, Department of Music
Shamari Simpson, Alumni
Julie Kohn, PhD Candidate in Biomedical Engineering
Henry Graney, Undergraduate Student '19
Kaylidy Fortune, Undergraduate Student '19
Sriya Sunil, Undergraduate Student '19
Kaitlin Moore, Undergraduate Student '18
Leah Pagnozzi, Graduate Student
Abigail Prisloe, Undergraduate Student '18
Elizabeth D. Muller, PhD Candidate, Architecture; Archivist, Cornell University Library
Justin Yu, Alumni, class of 2008
Alexander Ruch, Graduate Student, Department of Sociology
Hyuna Yong, Law Student '17
Becky Lu, PhD student and Teaching Assistant, English Department
Elisabeth Strayer, Graduate Student, Department of English
Lila Nojima, Alumni, Class of 2013
Noah Lloyd, Graduate Student, Department of English
Sara L. Johnson, MBA '18
Montana Birringer, Alumni Class of 2016
Dakota Bragato, Undergraduate Student '20
Daniel Wang, Medical Student 2020
Violet Turri, Class of 2016
Van-Kim Lin, Alumnus, Class of 2011
Terry Gage, Alumnus, Class of 1984
Michael McCoy, PhD Candidate, Biomedical Engineering
Isaac Lello-Smith, Undergraduate Student '18
Alejandra Rodríguez, Undergraduate Student '17
Raquel Zerbib, Undergraduate Student '17
Lukas Keel, Undergraduate Student '20
Kimberly Hemmerling, Undergraduate Student '19
Sohil Khurana, Alumni, Class of 2015
Michelle Kizer, Alumni, Class of 2013
Mary Fainsod Katzenstein Milman, Professor of American Studies
Niranjana Ravi, Class of 2018
Julia Rodriguez, Alumni 2007
Stacey Kim, Undergraduate Student '17
Angi Ghanem, Alumni, M.Eng BME, Class of 2012
Tia Plautz, Alumna Class of 2011
Jesse Livezey, Alumnus, Class of 2016
Katrina Fahey, Alumnus 2011
Lee H. Adler, ILR Lecturer
Elliott G. Smith, Research Associate, Bronfenbrenner Center for Translational Research
Elizabeth Martinson, Undergraduate Student '17
Sarah Palmer, Undergraduate Student '17
Yolanda Li, Class of 2015
Hui Ying Tsai, Alumni 2003
Catherine Huang, Undergraduate Student '20
Bryden Pearson, Undergraduate Student
Sandra Babcock, Clinical Professor, Law School
Lisa Rivera, PhD, 2001
Tian Lian, Alumni, Class of 2009
Rebecca Barnett, Undergraduate Student '17
Brie Reid, Alumni, Class of 2012
Cindy Wu, Undergraduate Student '17
Emily Russo, Undergraduate Student '18
Renee Lau, Alumni, Class of 2004
Eyja M. Brynjarsdottir, PhD, Philosophy, 2007
Marisa Turesky, Graduate Student '18
Annelise Riles, Professor of Law, Professor of Anthropology
Amanda Fried, Cornell A&S '11, MBA '18
Emma Keteltas, Undergraduate Student '17
Nevena Pilipovic-Wengler, Alumni, Class of 2013
Emily Ranii, Class of 2007, Visiting Lecturer 2014-2015
Ross Brann, Nilton Konvitz Professor of Near Eastern Studies
Jayme Kilburn, PhD Student
Nneoma Adaku, Tri-I MD-PhD, Entering Class of 2016
Elsie Ikpot, Public Health Fellow, Alumna '15
Robert Rosenfeld, Alumnus, Class of 1974
Tariq Thachil, PhD 2009
Lucas Switzer, Student
Larry Lin, Alumni, Class of 2012
Laura-India Garinois, B. Arch '17
Andrew Rotter, Alumnus 1975
Hope Sailer, Undergraduate Student '17
Connor McHugh, Undergraduate Student '19
Kizer Walker, Ph.D. 1999; Cornell University Library
Stephen Slaughter, Undergraduate Student '17
Grismely Acevedo, Undergraduate student '20
Justin Wong, Alumni, Class of '09
Catherine Perkins, Program Manager, Johnson
Lee Tyson, Graduate Student, Department of Music
Herdis Helga Schopka, Ph.D., 2011
Stephen Yale-Loehr, Professor of Immigration Law Practice, Law School
Karen Loew Brew, Alumni, Class of 1984
Nathalie Griffiths, Undergraduate '20
Doug Tarnopol (Keen), Alumnus, Class of 1991 (graduated 1992)
Jai Malhotra, Undergraduate Student '20
Valerie Bunce, Professor of Government and Aaron Binenkorb Chair of International Studies
Mechele Leon, PhD 2002
Kaja Tally-Schumacher, Graduate Student '18
Bruce Monger, Senior Lecturer
Erik Born, Postdoc, Department of German Studies
Sierra Murray, Undergraduate Student ’17
Danielle Young, Alumni, Class of 2003
Lakhpreet Gill, Alumni Class of 2009
Beth Mendralla, Undergraduate Student ’18
Kevin O'Meara, Alumni, class of 1984
Austin Hedeman, Alumni, Class of 2004
Ileen A. DeVault, Professor, ILR School
Amy (Miller) Moore, Alumna, Class of ’93
Michael gretczko, Alumni, class of 2000
Carol Clune, Law Library Staff Member
Zellman Warhaft, Professor Emeritus Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering.
Sofia Villenas, Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology, Latina/o Studies
Sara B. Pritchard, Associate Professor, Department of Science & Technology Studies
Martina Ruseva, MBA’18
Ceili Peng, Undergraduate Student ’18
Christina Masco, Alumna, Class of 2010
Danielle Haque, Ph.D. 2014
Lauren McMenamy, Alumna, Class of ’04
Yliana Velazquez, Undergraduate Student ’17
Juliette Dubroca, Alumni ’11
Gregory Thaler, Graduate Student ’17
Hansy Better Barraza, Alumni, Class of 1997
Kathryn Zimmerman, Undergraduate Student ’18
Christopher Carlyle Marshall, Alumni Class of 2011
Christian Metz, Research Fellow
Jane M Ferguson, PhD 2008
Kimberly Dowdell, Alumni, Class of 2006
Thomas Kruse, MRP, 1993
Hannah Harris, Undergraduate Student ’17
Helen Trejo, Alumni 2014, PhD Candidate Class of 2018
Matija Jankovic, B.S. URS ’20
Jenny Han, Undergraduate Student, AAP Class of 1994
Lily Yu, Alumni, MA ’16
Sheri Lynn Johnson, Professor, Cornell Law School
Marjorie Cruz, Alumna, Class of 1988
Joel Frost-Tift, Alumni Class of 2010
Allen MacNeill, senior lecturer in biology, retired
Elizabeth Porter, BA ’92, MAT ’93
Amy Li, Alumna, Class of 2014
Sharon Sassler, Professor, Department of Policy Analysis & Management
John Blume, Samuel F. Leibowitz Professor of Trial Techniques, Cornell Law School
Shelbi Vaughan, Law ’18
Jared Ham, Undergraduate Student ’15; J.D. ’19
Isaiah J. Marcano, J.D. Candidate ’19
Terrence Vales, J.D '19
Linda Ng, 2013 AEM
Barbara D. Lynch, Retired Visiting Assoc. Prof, City and Regional Planning, Alumna Class of 1961, PhD Dev. Soc. 1988
Soo Bin Ahn, Undergraduate Student '18
Swetha Thiagarajan, Undergraduate Student '20
Odette Lienau, Professor of Law, Cornell Law School
Neethu Putta, Law Student, '19
Jenny C. Mann, Associate Professor, Department of English
Matthew Indimine, Undergraduate Student '18
Angela B. Cornell, Clinical Professor of Law
Chun-Chia Lin, Class of 2016
Sara Gamal, Eldin, Undergraduate Student '20
Teri Tillman, Law student '19
Gwendolyn Stark, Undergraduate Student '20
Stephanie Ascher, Alumni, Class of 2004
Paul L. Houston, Peter Debye Professor of Chem., Emer.
Pierre Clavel, Alumni,
Peter Robinson, Alumni, Class of 1998
Andrea Hernandez, Undergraduate Student '18
Jennifer Gray, Undergraduate Student '18
Christina Yip, Alumna, Class of 2011
Justine Perkowski, Alumni, Class of 2003
Agustin Ayuso, Class of '98
Jessica Wu, Alumni, Class of 2013
Jael Goldfine, Undergraduate Student '17
Doga Tekin, Undergraduate Student '18
Alejandra Ruiz, Alumni, Class of 2009
Elizabeth Crowell, Undergraduate Student '17
Morgan Miller, Cornell Law School, Class of 2019
Samuel Gomez, Undergraduate Student '20
Juliana Guzman, Alumna, Class of 1997
Brian Murphy Staff Member, University Relations and Class of 2016 Alum
Aaron El Sabrout, Law school 1L
Kelly Moore, PhD Student
Estelle M. McKee, Clinical Professor of Law
Leigh McMullan Abramson, Alumni Class of 2003
Sarah Elsheryie, Law Student '19
James Welch, Undergrad '11
Keaton Wetzel, Graduate Student '17
Austin Lord, PhD Student, Anthropology
Enongo Lumumba-Kasongo, PhD Candidate and Alumni 2008, 2014
Olivia Duell, BA English and FGSS Class of 2014
Noliwe Rooks, Interim Chair, Africana Studies
Eric Goodman, Alumni, Class of 1988
Kate McCullough, Associate Professor
Margaret MacDougall, Alumna
Todd Snider, Graduate Student, Department of Linguistics
James J Slade V, Alumni Class of 2015
Akshay Panchavati, Alumni, Class of 2010
Robert Pappalardo, Alumnus ‘86
Jane Song, PhD ’16
Pratima Satish, Alumni, Class of 2013
Tamar Law, Undergraduate Student ’17
Pablo Wolf Maggi, Undergraduate Student ’16
Jessie Breslau, Class of 2015
Michele Carpenter, Ph.D. Alumni ’09
Daniel Liang, Undergraduate Student ’19
Ruben Ortega, Alumni Class of 2013
Martin Geiger, Alumnus, Class of 2013
Kamal Maher, Undergraduate Student ’18
Lance Compa, ILR Senior Lecturer
Lilian Garrido, Undergraduate student ’18
Luin Goldring, Alumni, PhD 1992
Kelly Chen, Undergraduate Student ’19
Gerald Torres, Jane M.G Foster Prof. of Law
Jenny Coico, Class of 2009
Andrew Klapproth, Undergraduate Student ’18
Darney Liz Osepa, DVM Class of 2006, Class of 2016
Dorian Stuber, PhD 2006
Xander Saide, Law Student ’18
Ricardo Mullings, J.D. Candidate ’19
Carol Edelman Warrior, Assistant Professor, Department of English
Olivia Molineux, Law Student ’19
Ashley Harrington, Alumni, Class of 2013
Karen Ojeda, Graduate Student
A. Victoria Inojosa, Law Student ’19
Myagmarsuren Enkhbayar, Undergraduate Student ’18
Michael Chu, Law Student ’18
Linda Yu, A&S ’08
Leonardo Mangat, Law Student, ’19
Laura Francis, Graduate Student, English Department
Diamante Smith, Law Student ’19
Jaclyn Melvin, Undergraduate Student ’17
Daniel Hamos, Undergraduate student ’17
Jonny Collazo, Undergraduate Student ’18
Lena Krian, PhD student Department of English
Luis L. Lozada, Law, 2019
Mariana Alarcon, Graduate student
Chelsea Kiely, Undergraduate Student ’20
Lewis Chesebrough, alumni, ’15
Varun Biddanda, Undergraduate Student ’19
Caroline Bezerra De Martin, Alumna, LL.M. '15
Rafael Feliciano Cumbas, Law Student '18
Nanci O'Connell, Alumni class of '87
Quan Yuan, Undergraduate Student '18
Aditya Anchuri, Undergraduate Student '09
Ra'anaa Samad, Law Student '18
Zachary Calbo-Jackson, Undergraduate Student '19
Pablo Chapa Blanco, Law Student '19
Krystal Anderson, JD Candidate, Class of 2017
K.C. Alvey, Alumni, Class of 2012
Lee Scharf, Alumni, class of 1972
Joel Dabrowski, B.Arch. '98
Nicholas Myers, PhD student
Jessica Lam, Law Student, '17
Edith Otchin McCrea, Alumna, Class of 1990, member of the Cornell community in Ithaca, NY
Valeria Pelet del Toro, J.D. Candidate, Class of 2019
Terry oosterom, Alumni class of 1982
Melissa Aranda, Undergraduate Student '19
Abigail Sprenkle, Graduate Student
Juliana Batista, Student Assembly President Emeritus, Alumni Class of 2016
Shane Knezevich, Administrative Assistant, Department of Communication
Cornell F. Woodson, Staff
Jessie Taft, Staff; Alumna '12
Kelli Carr, Assistant to the Chair, Department of Communication
Lorraine Maxwell, Associate Professor, Department of Design and Environmental Analysis
Judith Byfield, Associate Professor
Michelle Kosch, Professor, Department of Philosophy
Lawrence McCrea, Professor, Department of Asian Studies, Alumnus, Class of '89
Derk Pereboom, Professor, Department of Philosophy
Hillary Mara, Graduate Student '17
Amruta Byatnal, MPA '16
Jon McKenzie, Dean's Fellow of Media and Design, CAS
Kate Navickas, Director of the Writing Walk-In Services
Siobhan Mahaffey, Law Student '18
Clotilde Le Roy, Grad student, 19
Amanda Wittman, Associate Director, Engaged Cornell
Dara Brown, Graduate Student Trustee
Michelle Fongyee Whelan, Clinical Professor of Law, Cornell Law School
Thomas Rutledge, Senior Lecturer in Chemistry
David Holmberg, Graduate Professor and Professor Emeritus
Chan Tov, Graduate Student '19
Samuel Barber, PhD Student, Medieval Studies Program
David Faulkner, Director of First-Year Writing Seminars
Kristen Streahle, Ph.D. candidate, History of Art
Joanna Alario, Graduate Field Coordinator, Communication
Daniel Bass, Manager, South Asia Program
Elliot Shapiro, Senior Lecturer, Knight Institute for Writing in the Disciplines
Hannah Ryan, PhD Candidate
Samuel Thomas, Undergraduate Student '20
Corina Gallardo, Cornell Law Class of 2019
Juliette Corazón, Assistant Dean, Arts & Sciences Advising, Latina/o Student Success Office
Leonardo Vargas-Mendez, Executive Director
Carol J. Pierce Colfer, Visiting Scholar
Nguyet Tong, MA'14
Angela Naïmou, PhD 2008
Pamela Lillard, Director of Production and Events, PMA
Jaclyn Newma, Law Student '17
Susan McIntosh Lewis, Class of 1973
Samantha Rose, Law Student, Class of 2018
Karen Comstock, Assistant Dean for Public Service, Law School
Karen Kudej, Staff, Department of English
Nina Cooke John, Class of '95
Taylor Micale Nadene Davis, Law School Student '19
Reymond Yammime, Law '17
Christopher Plante, J.D. Student, 2018
Sabrina Hsieh, J.D. Candidate, Class of 2019
Kelsey Ferguson, Law Student '17
Mariah Rivera, Cornell Law School Class of 2018
Stephanie Jurkowski, JD Candidate, Class of 2019
Lauren van Haaften-Schick, PhD Student, History of Art, entry Fall 2014
Kristin Alvarado, Law School '19
Lindsey Ruff, Law Student '19
Crystal Pascual, Undergraduate Student '19
Mason Roth, Law Student, Class of 2019
Sarah Eckert Bernstein, Senior Lecturer, Performing and Media Arts
Ray Kim, Assistant Dean, Arts and Sciences
Alex Bransford, Law, Class of 2019
Ashlee Riner, Cornell Law Class of 2018
Elisabeth Emmons Hahn, PhD Candidate
Mukoma Wa Ngugi, Assistant Professor, Department of English
Ivy Goudy, JD 2018
Anna Moe, J.D. Candidate, '19
James Kellner, Undergraduate Student '19
Jane Levine Powers, PhD '85; Senior Extension Associate, BCTR
Gargi Chaudhuri, JD/MBA, Class of 2018
Sara Wagner, Graduate Student '18
Anneliese Truame, Admin. Manager, ISS
Matthew Masaro, Law Student '19
Geoffrey A. Deimel, M.P.S. Grad, Class of 2011
Nick Wilson, J.D. Candidate '18
Surayya Diggs, Undergraduate Student '17
Farryal Siddiqui, Law Student '18
Omar Khan, Law Student '17
Samantha Singh, Cornell Law School, Class of 2019
Steven Saltz, Law Student 2018
Julian Richard Malik Ross, Law Student '19
Eric P. S. Baumer, Research Associate, Departments of Communication and of Information Science
Sydnie Chavez, Undergraduate Student '20
Mercedez Taitt-Harmon, Law Student, Class of 2019
Vivian Zayas, Associate Professor, Psychology
Shimon Edelman, Professor, Department of Psychology
Paroma Chakravarty, Alumni, Class of 2016
Alyssa Hasbrouck, Law Student '19
Eric Finkelberg, Cornell Law School, JD Candidate 2019
Joon Lee, Law Student '19
Jenny Hu, Law Student '18
Connie Qian, Law Student '19
Grace Oh, Law Student '19
Aaron Jacob Berger Smith, Law Student, Class of 2018
Xingue Li, JD/MBA Class of 2018
Phuc Le, Cornell Law School, Class of 2016
Ashley Chang, Alumni, Class of 2010
Alice Chao, Law Student '19
Jared Hoffman, Cornell Law School 2017
Aaron N, Law History PhD 2016
Jenna Kyle, Law Student, Class of 2019
Cynthia Grant Bowman, Dorothea S. Clarke Professor of Law
Rey M Rodriguez, Alumni, Class of 1985
Benjamin Anderson, Assistant Professor, Department of History of Art and Visual Studies
Eliyahu Lehmann, Philosophy and Global Health '18
Natasha Bissonauth, ABD 2017, Art History
Se Ri Jeon, Law student '17
Victoria Price, J.D. Candidate, Class of 2018
Jeremy Braddock, Associate Professor of English
Sara Garzon, PhD Student, History of Art
Omar Figueredo, PhD '16
Troy Sherman, Undergraduate Student '18
Nathaniel Fisher, Student '19
Carunya Achar, Undergraduate Student '18
C. Esther Cho, Alumni, Class of 2013
Hannah Tierney, Postdoc, Philosophy
Grant Gonyer, Undergraduate Student
Zolzaya Enkhbayar, Alumni
Gabriela Leon, Alumni '15, Law Student '19
Steve McDonald, Undergraduate Student '19
Lara Skinner, Worker Institute at Cornell, Associate Director
Jamila Michener, Assistant Professor, Department of Government
Michael Grossman, Law Student '19
Mary Jo Dudley, Director, Cornell Farmworker Program
Annetta Alexandridis, Associate Professor, History of Art and Classics
Rodrigo Alatriste-Diaz, PhD Student
Corey Ng, Undergraduate Student '17
Sheryl-Ann Simpson, Alumna - PhD City and Regional Planning (CRP) 2014
Shirleen Robinson, Dept. of English, M.A., '03
Aron E Coraor, Undergraduate Student '17
Ariel Morales, Alumni, MRP Class of 2012
Verity Platt, Associate Professor, Classics and History of Art
Jennifer Minner, Assistant Professor
Peter Vandergeest, Alumnus, class of 1990, 1985
Shannon Nakamoto, Cornell Law School, Class of 2018
Autumn watts, Alumni
William W Goldsmith, Professor Emert
Antoine Chapelain, Post-doctoral associate, Department of Physics
Katherine Terrell, English Ph.D. 2015
Jim DelRosso, Associate Librarian at the Hospitality, Labor, and Management Library; BS '99 MPA '03
Tess Wheelwright, Lecturer, Department of English
Laurel Southard, Director of Undergraduate Research
Saïda Hodzic , Assistant Professor, Anthropology and Feminist, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
Aïlèa Geraci, Research Librarian, Cornell University Library
Cristian Dennise Silva, Cornell Law School, 2018
Elizabeth Dean, Undergraduate Student '18
Timothée Chauvire, Postdoctoral assistant
Thomas Sanger, Ph.D., Undergraduate, Class of 2000
Jolene M. Beiser, Project Archivist, Cornell University Library
Gene Carroll, Senior Associate, The Worker Institute at Cornell ILR
David Angeles Albores, Cornell Alumni, Class of 2013
Meredith Hacking, Staff, A&S Career Development Center
Lena P Afridi, MRP 2011
Michael Alpert, Class of 2005
Rabbi Jason Levine, Alumni, Class of 2006
Arturo Castellanos Canales, LL.M. '17
Aïlèa Clyne, Undergraduate '17
Rannie Dong, Undergraduate Student '17
Kyle Jenkins, Alumna, '12
Corrine Bruno, Staff, Department of English
Amelia Greiner Safi, Senior Research Associate, Dept of Communication
Evelyn Soto, Alumni, Class of 2013
P. Nikolai Alzate, Law Student, Class of 2019
Katryn Evinson, PhD Student in Romance Studies
Marla Coppolino, Staff, Institute of Biotechnology
Karen Taylor, Cornell Institute for Biology Teachers and Guest Lecturer
Sampreety Gurung, graduate student, Anthropology
Christopher Brown, Alumni Class of 2011
Alexandra Klein, Undergraduate Student '18
Dick Kar Ida Tam, MArch '12
Amin Nikbin, BA 2016
Bari Doeffinger, Program Assistant
Lucia Munguia, Graduate Student, Sage School of Philosophy
Delphia Shanks-Booth, Graduate Student
Elizabeth Case, PhD Student '20
Alexander Loiben, Graduate Student, Biomedical Engineering; Chair, GPSA Student Advocacy Committee
Gina Giambattista, Director, Office of the Assemblies
Victor Paul Schelechow, M.Arch. '11
Margaret Jodlowski, PhD Student
Ella Duncan, Alumni, Class of 2012
Kelsey Shields, Alumna, Class of 2012
Marina Welker, Associate Professor
Kate Ellen Dean, ILR Class of 2012
Ariel Kauss, Alumna, Class of 2007
Harp Athwal, Undergraduate Student '13
Hannah Stamler, Alumni, Class of 2012
Christopher Levesque, Class of 2013
Kelly Grotke, Alumni, PhD 2006
Brian Caulfield, Alumni, Class of 2012
Adena Wayne, Law Student, Class of 2017
Cassandra Gallagher, Undergraduate Student '12
Tynesha Wright-Lindo, Staff
Ryan Canlas, Department of English, PhD '08
Laura Zenzerovich, Alumni, Class of 2016
Maria C. Figueroa, Director, Labor Policy Research, Worker Institute at Cornell ILR
Lizbeth Cordova, J.D. Candidate '19
Brett Richardson, 13 Alum
Anna Zalik, PhD Alumni Class of 2006
Alexandre Emboaba Da Costa, Alumni BS 2000, MS 2005, PhD 2009
Hannah Wittman, Alumni, PhD 2005
Rachel Aleks, Assistant Professor, ILR School
Natasha Pettifor, MS '11
Donald McCullough III, Alumnus, Class of 2012
Kyjana Barnett, Undergraduate Student '18
Gayatri A. Menon, Alumna, PhD 2009
Joshua Mbanusi, Alum, Class of 2012
Graham Anderson, Class of 2005
Rumela Sen, Alumni
Auwuor Oport, Alumna, MPA; former GCA
Taryn Mattice, CURW Chaplain, Protestant Cooperative Ministry
Kathie Lin, Undergraduate Student '20
Chloe McLaren, Staff, Olin Library
Rhodante Ahlers, PhD Graduate 2005 City and Regional Planning
Alice Beban, PhD Candidate, Development Sociology
Raj Patel, PhD, Class of 2002
Kevin Ringelman, Alumni, Class of 2007
Sam Wildman, J.D. Class of 2019
Willow Grace Wedemeyer, PhD, Physics, 1998
David Chin, Alumni '92
Mary Kate Koch, PhD Student, Human Development
Ian Bailey, PhD Candidate
Sarah Estabrook, Alumni, Class of 2014; Law Student, Class of 2017
Liz Armistead, Class of 2003
Anke Wessels, Executive Director, Center for Transformative Action
Benjamin S. Yost, Postdoctoral Associate, Program on Ethics and Public Life, 2011-2013
Kira N. Lum, J.D. Law School Alumni Class of 2015
Samantha Rosenberg, Alumni, Class of 2003
Sabrina Rivers, Undergraduate Student '18
Sara Keene, Alumni, Class of 2016
Anna Waymack, PhD Student
Sophia Taborski, PhD student, Classics
Rathawat Kuvijitrsuwan, Graduate Student, Baker Program in Real Estate, Class of 2017
Helen Struck, Alumna, CRP '03
Fikri Pitsuwan, Graduate Student, Department of Economics
Ryan Musa, Class of 2011
Colin Enderlein, Alumni, '13
Ekarina Winarto, Graduate Student; Linguistics
Mariana Saavedra Espinosa, Ph.D. Candidate, Anthropology
Alexandra Schofield, Ph.D. Student, Dept. of Computer Science
Kara Goad, Law Student '18
Matthieu Real, Graduate student
Jillian Davidson, Class of 2003
Mary Cooke, Law Student, 2017
Marlene Rijo, Alumni, Class of 2006
Ayusmita Sinha, Masters Student, 2017
Kyle Harvey, Graduate student
Jessica Stewart, Alumni
Toby D. Lewis, Jr., B.S. 2005
Jonathan Shi, PhD student, Computer Science
Benjamin Wigley, Law School '19
Vishal Vijay, Alumni Class of 2013
Rachel Schechter, Alumni, Class of 2003
Grace Lin, Alumna, Class of 2016
Jeff Grabelsky, Associate Director, Worker Institute at Cornell ILR
Heather Berry, BA '02, MAT '03
Benjamin Salance, Alumni, Class of 2013
Carol Hockett, Staff, Johnson Museum
Joshua Rubin, Class of 2006
Bukola Anifowoshe, Undergraduate Student, 2019
Ricardo Arribas, Comparative Literature Department Alumnus
Nathaniel Baron-Schmitt, Alumni, Class of 2014
Lee Henderson, J.D. Candidate '18
Nathaniel Stetson, Law 2018
Han Zhu, Alumni, Class of 2016
Michael Wilber, Graduate Student, 2018
Dennis R. Alley, PhD student Classics
Dickey Gobblemonger, Alumni, Class of '69
Lindsay Vinarcsik, Undergraduate Student
Amara James Aja, Alumni, Class of 2013
Jeremy Coffey, Alumni, Class of 2007
Jennifer Majka, Assistant Dean
Joshua Gancher, Graduate Student, Computer Science
Vagney McFiddlesticks, Court Jester, Deans Office, 1975- current
Anthony Wu, Law Student, Class of 2017
Iwan Nyotowidjojo MD, Alumni CALS Class of 2009
Jordan Harrod, Undergraduate Student '18
Derron Borders, Language House Director
Allyson Mount, Graduate student 2005
Vivian Vázquez, Undergraduate Student '18
Najla Elmachtoub, Alumni, Class of 2012
Dan Ovadia, Law Student '17
Ethan Cecchetti, PhD Student, Computer Science
Jennifer R. Fownes, MS student, Department of Natural Resources
Theresa Pendergrast, PhD Student, Development Sociology
Odalis Flores, Undergraduate Student '19
Carlos Gemora, Masters in Regional Planning '17
Andrea Dunlap Murray, Johnson Museum education dept
Junting Huang, PhD Student, Comparative Literature
Elijio Sandoval, MPA Candidate, 2017
Sophia Zieman, PhD Student
Vanessa Springer, MS Student, Dept. Natural Resources
Jonathan Boyarin, Professor
Samantha Landau, Alumni, Class of 2006
Donna Dempster-McClain, Ph.D. 1985 Dept. Human Development
Nidia K Trejo, Alumna
Chris Peritore, Graduate student
Justin France , MS Horticulture 2016
Pilar Delpino, Graduate Student '18
Brian McInnis, Graduate student
Cory Mann, Graduate Student
Julia Bensur, Law Student '18
Robert Travers, Associate Professor, Department of History
Jonathan Tsoris, J.D. Candidate, Class of 2018
Siobhan Lee, Alumni, Class of 2012
Shanice McKenzie, Alumni ’15
Aya Kuroda, Graduate ’07
Janelle Bourgeois, PhD Candidate
Janani Subhashini Umamaheswaran, Graduate Student, Info Sci ’17
Hermela Nadew, Class of 2012
Gabrielle Luberta, Alumni, Class of 2014
Margaret Milano, Vet school ’19
Dr. Lucas DeFiore, Alumni CALS ’12, Vet Med ’16
Joseph Mansilla, JD 2019
Alyssa Trigg, Undergraduate Student ’18
Soyeon Yu, Alumna, Class of 2008
Lisa Grossman, Alumna, Class of 2008
Sasivara Laohasurayodhinh, Alumini, LL.M. class of 2015
Samuel Ritholtz, Alumni, Class of 2014
Evan Allen, Graduate Student, History of Art
Eleni Healey, Veterinary student ’20
Caitlin Hepps Keeney, Vet Student ’18
Deirdre Halloran, CUCVM Class of 2017
Diana Rydzewski, CVM Class of 2018
Alexander Thomson, Former UA Executive Vice Chair, DVM candidate ’17
Isabelle Louge, DVM candidate, Class of 2018
Joann Lam, DVM Class of 2020
Stephen Punton, DVM Class of 2019
Shanna Landy, BS 2013, DVM 2017
Dustin Liu, Class of 2019
Sarah A. Hummel, DVM Candidate Class of 2018, College of Veterinary Medicine
Azael Paz, Undergraduate Student ’17
Elizabeth Martens, veterinary medicine class of 2020
Anne Buglione, CALS Class of 2015; DVM Class of 2019
Valery Pena, Class of 2020
Jacob Gardner, PhD Student
Zachary Brett, Veterinary Medicine, ’18
Virginia Mule, Veterinary Student ’17
Eden Stark, DVM ’19
Robert P. Blakely, Veterinary Student, 2018
Jonah Zitsman, Veterinary Student Class of 2019
Wensi Wu, P.hD student
Heather Guetterman, Graduate Student
Tatiana Weisbrod , Veterinary student ’17
Rachel Hilliard, DVM Student ’19
Allison Davis, Veterinary Student, Class of 2019
Kaori Ito, Alumni, Class of 2007
Leah Eshelman, Class of 2020
Zoe Greenfield, Alumni ’13, DVM candidate ’20
Elizabeth Balter, Veterinary Medicine 2019
Amari Suskin-Sperry, Veterinary student
Kaja M. McGowan, Associate professor, History of Art
Patrick Wu, Alumni, Class of 2011
Pauline Goul, Ph.D. Candidate, Romance Studies
Cameron McConkey, Alumni, CALS 2015
Gabriela Castillo, Undergraduate Student '17
Rachael Hancock, Law Student, 2018
Luz Isela Aceves, Class of 2012
Helen Tsoi, CVM, Class of 2018
Max Ajl, PhD Candidate
Katharine Poor, Alumni, Class of 2016
Brooke Mayer, Class of 2008 Alumni
Balazs Elek, Graduate student
Dongwook Yoon, PhD Candidate
Susan Duan, Alumni, Class of 2009
Ben Jasper, Vet medicine 2018
Sarah Proo, Alumna, Class of 2015
Fiorella Atoche, Undergraduate student '20
Shira Steinberg, Law School '18
Megan Wesling, Alumni, Class of 2004
Gabrielle Hammell, Undergraduate Student
Jane Vecca, Chemistry, PMA Class of 2017
Alexander Ruyack, Graduate Student, Electrical & Computer Engineering
Rebecca Rice Smyth, PhD 2002, Research Entomologist
Kyra Streck, Undergraduate Student '20
Sarah Murray, Associate Professor, Department of Linguistics
Noel Reyes, Undergraduate Student '18
Erica Lachenauer, Combined DVM/PhD student
Samantha Kirsch, Undergraduate Student '18
Jillian Lawler, Fiber Science and Apparel Design student, Class of 2020
Cecilia Lum, Class of 2007
Jennifer Gardner, Alumna, Class of 2004
Dylan Tuttle, Masters Candidate, Planning Department
Silvia Alejandra Trevino, Undergraduate Student '18
Rachel Gerrol, Veterinary student '19
Alexander Newman, Undergraduate Student '20
Meaghan Gee, Undergraduate Student '19
Kate France Smiles, Alumni, Class of 2002
Joseph Nechleba, Undergraduate Student '19
Rowan Yearley, Student, Class of 2020
Alexander Kovalevich, Alumni, class of 2008
Olufemi Taiwo, Professor, Africana Studies
Sheetal Majithia, Alumna, Comparative Literature, Ph.D. 2009
Serena Lee, Alumni, M. Arch. 2013
Colleen Higgins, Alumni, Class of 2016
Michael Guagliardi, Alumni, Class of 2004
Julian Goldberg, Undergraduate Student '19
Elizabeth Grove, MFA, 1990
Maggie Chutter, Veterinary Medicine '20
Megan Lee, Veterinary Student '19
Amanda Colon-Smith, Class of 2008 A&S
Marlie Meringer, SHA 03
Tunisia Bristol, Human Ecology 2010
Jami Landry, DVM c/o 2017
Dillon Murray, Alumni Class of 2013
Diana Tamashiro Folla, Alumna, Class of 2014
Emily Parker, PhD Student, Policy Analysis and Management
Yanick Couture, DVM '20
Matthew Velasco, Mellon Post-doctoral Associate, Department of Anthropology
Adele Friello CALS, Alumna '13, DVM Candidate '18
Jeremy Eule, Vet Student '19
Michael Creim, Graduate Student (Human Development and Law)
Kara Peet, GFA, Department of English
Naomi Kawaji, Alumni, Class of 2008 & 2010
Peter Lavelle, Alumnus, Ph.D. in History, 2012
Dong-uk Kim, AAP class of 2016
Kelly O'Donnell, Alumni, Class of 2003
Cindy Mosqueda, Associate Director, Diversity Programs in Engineering
Hanna Ko, JD '14
Hailey Quercia, DVM candidate 2019
Denise Shaw, Office Manager, Alice Cook House, West Campus House System
Wendy LaManque, ILR Class of 2010
Anna Sarfaty, DVM '17
Gregor-Fausto Siegmund, PhD Student, Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Catherine Wang, Alumni, class of 2016
Max McComb, Ph.D. Candidate, Department of History
Rob Cronin, Alumni, Class of 2001
Andrea Thompson, Class of 2008
Reim Atabani, Administration, Africana Center
Liana Brent, PhD Student, Classics
Silvio J. Flaim, Alumni, Class of 1978
Philip Duclos, JD Candidate, 2018
Sayge Schell, Graduate Student '17
Youngmin Yi, PhD Student
Hassan Saleem, Class of 2020
Davis Wertheimer, Graduate Student
Valts Blukis, Graduate Student, Computer Science
Fernando Galeana Rodriguez, Doctoral Student
Sean Cosgrove, Graduate Student, Department of History
Sarah Jensen, Graduate student
Line Chataud, LL.M. Candidate '17
Aimee Douglas, PhD Candidate, Department of Anthropology
Manisha Munasinghe, Graduate Student, GPSA Vice President of Communications
Emily Sun, PhD Candidate, Information Science
Daniel Smyth, Mellon Postdoctoral Fellow, Philosophy Department
Sara Eddleman, Staff, Department of English
William Maskiell, Alumni, MBA Class of 2011
Kimberly Murphy, Alumni, Class of 2012
Amanda Wong, Juris Doctorate Candidate '19
Maria Antoniak, PhD student, Information Science
Kritika Dusad, Graduate Student
Mark Reitblatt, PhD 2015
Stacey Langwick, Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology
Pamela J. Hanna, Alumna, Parent of Alumni, Staff A&S
Karl Kremling, PhD Candidate, Plant Breeding and Genetics
Katherine Walden, Veterinary Student '18
Katerina Athanasiou, Undergraduate Alumna '13
Amy Cheatle, PhD Candidate, Information Science
Alan Heiman, IT Tech
Schuyler dalton, Alumna, class of 2013
Sherman Cochran, Hu Shih Professor of Chinese History Emeritus
Sarah Angell, Alumni, Class of 2013
Faye Tsakas, Alumni Class of 2013
Nupur Agrawal, Alumni, Class of 2008
Melissa Ferguson, Professor, Dept. of Psychology
Elizabeth A. Balko, PhD Instructional Designer, Academic Technologies
shweta iyer, alumni, class of 2009
Scott Wehrwein, PhD Candidate
Julia Markovits, Associate Professor, Department of Philosophy
Jonathan Gorman, Alumni, Class of 2016
James E. Briggs, M.S. Student, Computer Science
Mona Barghout, Alumina 2004
Audrey Boochever, Alumni, class of 2013
Kiyomi Takemasa, Alumni, Class of 2002
Devon Jenkins, Staff, College of Agriculture and Life Sciences; Alumnus '12
Jennifer Grover, Veterinary Student, '18
Patrick Naeve, PhD Student
Elise Finielz, Graduate Student
Evren Dincer, Alumni
Greta Jenkins, Undergraduate Student '17
Brett de Bary, Professor, Asian Studies and Comparative Literature
Riché Richardson, Associate Professor, Africana Studies and Research Center
Kristen Brennan, Alumni, MA Class of 2002
Arielle Angell, Alumna, class of 2011
Annaclaire Brodnick, Alumni, Class of 2013
Maude Theo Matthai, Alumnii, Class of 2013
Barbara Correll, Associate Professor, Department of English
Thomas D. Hill, Professor of English and Medieval Studies
W. Dean Hively, Ph.D. Natural Resources, 2004
Nicholas Silins, Associate Professor, Department of Philosophy
The Board of Cornell Latino Alumni Association CLAA
Mark Landy, Alumni, Class of 2013
Carl Ginet, Professor of Philosophy Emeritus
Stephanie Adams Ryan, Alumna '04, President, Cornell Latino Alumni Association
Kelly Toro, Undergraduate Student '18
Kathleen Garland, Graduate student, Department of Classics
Eloy LaBrada, Cornell FALCON program alumnus '09
Javier Arbona, Alumni, Class of 1999
Lisa Kissing Kucek, PhD Candidate '16
Javier Perez-Burgos, Alumnus, PhD in City and Regional Planning, Class of 2013
Peter Osorio, PhD student, Classics
Karen Bennett, Professor, Philosophy
Carmen Gutierrez, CIPA alumni, class 2010
Charlie Green, Senior Lecturer, Department of English
Deepti, Graduate Student, Computer Science
Susan Hall, PhD in English, 2008
Emily Loehmer, Alumni, Class of 2013
Terri M. Gruber, Research Support Spec I, Physics Dept
Jocelyn Stedman, Alumni, class of 2015; DVM candidate 2019
Austin Bunn, Asst. Professor, Performing and Media Arts
Mildred Warner, Professor, City and Regional Planning
Katelyn Storey, DVM candidate 2019
Kirk Samaroo, PhD 2015
Michael Ashkin, Associate Professor and Department Chair, Department of Art
Thamora Fishel, Associate Director, Southeast Asia Program
Flori Marquez, Alumni Class of 2013
Allie Meng, Alumni, Class of 2016
Mary Bronfenbrenner, Alumni, Class of 1971
Andrew Galloway, Professor, and acting chair, English
Gillian Hart, Alumna PhD Agricultural Economics 1978
Tyler McCann, Graduate Student, Field of Plant Pathology
Ali Bergmann, Undergraduate Student - Class of 2018
Frederick R. Werner, Alumni, MS 2005
Elizabeth Sanders, Professor
Jorge Escobar-Vargas, PhD, Class 2012. Civil Engineering
Sobyl Bunis, Alumnus
Maya Koretzky, Alumni Class of 2013
Cynthia Chase, Professor, Department of English and Comparative Literature
Leslie Brack, Lecturer
Veronica Pillar, Graduate Student
Jennifer Graham, Alumni, School of Natural Resources; MSc 2001
Christine Barker, CIPA Fellow '17
Christopher Vantrease, JD Candidate, Class of 2019
Sosna Gellaw, Undergraduate Student '16
Anna Shats, Undergraduate student '20
Linda K. Nicholson, Professor, Department of Molecular Biology and Genetics
Alyssa Henning, Undergraduate Student '11
Eliana Hernandez, Graduate student
Jazlin Gomez, MPA '18, Alumni, class of 2016
Aaron Quinn Weinstein, Alumnus 2009, Government and History
Joshua Baskin, Graduate Student, School of Law
Josephine Engreitz, Alumni Class of 2015
Eliza Baird-Daniel, Alumni class of 2015
Rachel Bezner Kerr, Associate Professor, Department of Development Sociology
Mark Phillips, Law Student '18
Jake Fagliarone, 2016 Alumnus, Economics
Renate Ferro, Visiting Associate Professor, DUS, Department of Art
Alexandra Faulkner, Alumni, School of Hotel Administration '15
Jessy Epstein, Alumni, Class of 2012
George R. Frantz, Visiting Critic, Department of City & Regional Planning
Paul Soloway, Professor, Nutritional Sciences
Richard LeBlanc, Graduate Student
Edward Tremel, PhD Candidate
Tim Murray, Professor, Department of Comparative Literature and English
Jeannine Crouse Hagadorn, Residence Hall Director
Joseph Bazler, PhD Candidate, ILR '17
Samer Alatout, Alumni, PhD, Class of 2003, Science and Technology Studies
Wayles Browne, Professor, Department of Linguistics
Kent Goetz, Professor, Department of Performing and Media Arts
Katherine Kinzler, Associate Professor, Department of Psychology and Human Development
Kelly Musick, Professor of Policy Analysis and Management and Director of the Cornell Population Center
David Harwitt, Alumni/Graduate Student; BA '12, MBA '17
Staci T. Lowe, PhD 2004
Kristen Schott, Veterinary Student '20
Alexandria Stansell, Undergraduate Student '18
Aaron Sachs, Professor, Dept. of History
Noah Karr-Kaitin, Class of 2013
Soumya Basu, Computer Science PhD
Madhur Srivastava, Graduate Student
Kyungduk Rho, Class of 2015
Gerald W. Feigenson, Professor of Biochemistry
Andrew Chignell, Associate Professor of Philosophy
David Miller, BS Human Ecology 2004
Catherine Jung, Alumna, Class of 2014
Eloy Rodriguez, Endowed Professor, Biochemistry
Leena Kulkarni, Alumna, Class of 2015
Daniel Ramin, Class of 2015
Akilah Terry, Alumni Class of 2010
Michael Iadevaia, Alumni '16; JD Candidate '19
Thomas J. McSweeney, Alumnus, JD '05, PhD '11
Maggie Miller, Alumni class of 08
Saumitra Sinha, Graduate student '17
Devyani Gupta, LL.M. Class of 2017
Andres Castillo, Law Student '17
Kimberly Black, JD '17
Erica Murphy, Alumni, Class of 2003
Warren Cross, Senior Lecturer PMA
Patricia Jones, Head Accounts Asst., Law Library
Andrii Udovychenko, Law school, LL.M class of 2017
Tamara Loos, Professor, Dept of History
Adam Hachey, Alumni, Class of 2013
Sally Butterfield, Law Library Staff Member
Kaylee Kruzan, PhD Student, Communication
Bobbi Estabrook, Graduate Student
Elizabeth Anker, Associate Professor, Department of English
Nadine Attewell, PhD '06
Geoff Pleiss, Phd Student, CS
Dan Robbins, Alumni, Class of 2013
Katie Wells, Undergraduate Class of '03
Callie Watkins, alumni, class of 2010
Brihannala Morgan, Alumni, class of 2004
Amy Perez, J.D. Candidate, 2019
Barry Strom, Clinical Professor (retired), Law'74
Esteban Hoyos, LL.M '09, JSD '17
Kristy Long, Administrative Assistant
Greg Londe, Asst. Professor, Dept. of English
Diana Ojeda Aristizabal, Alumni, Class of 2014
Marie Claire, Associate Professor, Romance Studies , FGSS
Jacob Richards, JD/MBA '18
Patricio Martínez Llompart, Alumni, Class of 2013
Angelica Melecio Piñeiro, Law School Student Class of 2019
Mary Erickson, Alumni, Class of 2014
Samuel Whitehead, PhD Candidate
Omar Abdelaziz, Undergraduate Student '17
Nicholas J. Jacques, Law Student '17
Daniel Sperling, Law Student Class of 2018
Leslie A. Adelson, Professor, Department of German Studies
Kai Walcott, Undergraduate Student '18
Ronald Harris-Warrick, Professor, Department of Neurobiology and Behavior
Anjelika Lynne Amog, Undergraduate Student '19
Olivia Howell, Alumni, Class of 2015
Jonah Okike-Hephzibah, Undergraduate Student '18
J. J. Zanazzi, PhD Student, Astronomy
Sena Aydin, Graduate Student, Department of Anthropology
Yuna Won, Yuna Won
Jaclyn Muñoz, Alumna Class of 2013
Jordan Wechsler, Alumni, Class of 2016
Michelle Zhao, BSILR ’19
Elizabeth Murice Alexander, English doctoral student
Sally McConnell-Ginet, Professor Emerita of Linguistics
Kun Huang, Graduate Student, Comparative Literature
Eric Fang, Alumni, Class of 2014
Andrea Stevenson Won, Assistant Professor, Department of Communication
Erick I. Salvador Rocha, Undergraduate Student ’19
Gunhild Lischke, Senior Lecturer, German Studies
Maximiliano Alaghband, Undergraduate student ’17
John Un, Graduate Student, Comparative Literature
Elena Chen, Alumni, Class of 2013
Vincent Guimiot, PhD Candidate, Department of Romance Studies
Nicholas Sturgeon, Professor of Philosophy Emeritus
Hannah C. Thompson, Graduate Student, Department of Romance Studies
Owen Amadasun, Alumnus, Class of 2012
Rebecca Slayton, Assistant Professor
Anaar Desai-Stephens, Ph.D. candidate, Department of Music
Patricia M. Carlson, Alumna, BA 1961, PhD 1974
Marcelo Aguiar, Professor of mathematics
Annika Pinch, Undergraduate student ’20
Kau Toali Cole, Alumni, Class of 2013
Dagmawi Woubshet, Associate Professor, Department of English
Ying-Ying Tran, PhD student, math
Stephanie Zhou, Undergraduate student ’18
Michelle Forella, Veterinary Student, 2017
Tess Nelson, Alumni, Class of 2013
Jeffrey Moses, Assistant Professor, Department of Applied & Engineering Physics
Jordan Matsudaiera, Assistant Professor, Department of Policy Analysis and Management
Neal Giannone, MFA, Class of 2018